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Brushing up
I-

As renovation of Keezell Hall nears completion, workers
Wayne Shlftlet and Bill Davis paint outside window trim

Monday morning. Nielsen Construction Co. of Harrlsonburg started the $1.5 million project about a year ago.

Rose provides link behind the scenes
By Kyra Scarton
editor

With two jobs and offices, he's a busy man —
barely able to squeeze in a 45-minute interview.
The small datebook lying open on his desk says it
all. No desk blotter, a few other small desk
ornaments, but other than that, relatively nothing to
show how hectic his days are.
Otherwise, this one of his Wilson Hall offices is
bare — only the essentials and some campus prints
on the walls. Linwood Rose relaxes in his chair and
straightens his tie. The late September weather is
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warm, even in the early morning, but air
conditioning keeps the second-floor office
comfortable.
The transition between the two jobs was broken
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when Dr. Ronald Carrier left JMU for a year to head
the state's Center for Innovative Technology. After
serving as Carrier's executive assistant since the
summer 1985, Rose was named vice president for
administrative affairs at the JMU Board of Visitors
meeting in April, when Carrier made his
announcement.
So he moves between the two Wilson Hall offices,
helping acting JMU President Russell Warren learn
the daily operations in one and working with
personnel in the other. When Carrier returns. Rose

See ROSE page 5 >■

JMU punter John Druiett has quickly
emerged as the top punter in the
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference.
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Council to consider
stopping test credits
By Amy Porter
staff writer

If the University Council passes a
proposal today, CLEP tests will not be
accepted here for credit for most
students, an administrator said.
The proposal states only students
seeking a bachelor of general studies
degree will be able to obtain credits by
taking College-Level Examination
Program tests, said Dr. Fay Reubush,
associate vice president for academic
affairs.
However, incoming freshmen still
may gain credit by examination through
the Advanced Placement exams given
by the College Board in high school
and through departmental exams at
JMU, she said. CLEP tests are
developed by the Educational Training
Service in Princeton, N J.
Since AP exams are becoming more
popular, there is no need for freshmen
to take CLEP tests, Reubush said.
CLEP tests originally were intended
for use by non-traditional students, such
as adults who return to college after
gaining knowledge through job
experiences and self-study programs,
Reubush said.
Several years ago, JMU started
administering CLEP tests to freshmen
to offer them "a way of earning credit
for work they probably accomplished in
high school," she said.
Recently, "we are finding students
who are coming in and earning credit
through AP exams," Reubush said.' As
AP exams are being used by an
increasing number of high schools, the
need for CLEP tests has declined.
The difference between the two
testing programs is that AP exams
follow advanced placement high school
courses, while CLEP tests are based on
individual achievements, she said. Both
testing programs offer the same college
credits if students score high enough.
Another way to gain college credits is
through departmental exams at JMU.

Those exams are "specially intended for
a JMU student," Reubush said. It is
based on information learned by
students in the course given here.
Reubush said 307 freshmen gained
credit this year through CLEP tests. Of
these, 216 gained credit in College
Algebra.
Even though many students bcnefiltcd
by taking the algebra test, Reubush said
students will not be greatly affected if
CLEP credits are declined. JMU is
considering changes in next year's
algebra courses anyway, she said.
Currently, the College Algebra taught
here is similar to high school courses.
Dr. Robert Shapiro, acting vice
president for academic affairs, said
abolishing CLEP tests will have little
affect on students.

Even if JMU stops giving credit for
CLEP tests, the tests still will be
available because they are part of a
public program. Dr. Teresa Gonzales,
director of the Counseling and Student
Devlopment Center, will administer
CLEP tests to interested persons.
Credits earned can be applied at other
schools that accept CLEP tests.

CORRECTION
•Two Campusquotc statements were
reversed in Monday's issue. Junior John
Martin docs not support the legalization
of marijuana. Sophomore Susan Hurst
does support making it a legal drug.
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"I believe this change is house
cleaning," he said.
CLEP tests were intended for older,
more mature people, like adults
seeking a general studies degree, he
said. By administering CLEP tests to
older students, JMU can avoid
situations where 60-year-old students
must enroll in freshman English
classes, he said.
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Just easier to pay for.

Even if you didn't start college on a
scholarship, you could finish on one.
Army ROTC Scholarships pay for full
tuition and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with up to
$1,000 a year. Get all the facts. BE ALL
YOU CAN BE.
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Scholar stresses threat of 'the bomb'
By Alessandra Griffiths
staff writer

People should take an active position with regard to
the nuclear arms race, said a visiting scholar Monday.
Dr. Paul Loeb, author and lecturer, spoke on "Living
with the Bomb" in Grafton-Stovall.
"People are used to thinking about these kind of
issues in terms of reports in TV news, or reports from
the Kremlin, the summits of Geneva, or the Pentagon.
... It all seems to take place very separately from our
lives, Loeb said.
"People are more concerned with their immediate
lives . . . football games, dates on a Saturday night
and the paper due on Monday morning," he said.
Americans should examine their personal
relationship to the world's nuclear armament situation,
Loeb said.
Referring back to World War I, Loeb pointed out
that early 20th century technology led to millions of
deaths. Now, nuclear weapons can kill people even
faster.
"In fact.Nye can annihilate a single world pretty
much in the single space of this lecture." Loeb said.
Loeb spent three years^trying to find solutions to the
question, "How can we evade a nuclear disaster, how
do we comprehend it and how do we live with it?"
He researched the Manhattan Project, a program that
led to the development of the first atomic bombs.
Scientists involved in the project were ignorant of the
purpose behind their research and were simply
fulfilling their work obligations, Loeb said.
"Their job is not to decide why or what
consequences will result, their job is to get it done,"
he said. "The phrase 'get the job done' reoccurs again
and again" when describing how people immerse
themselves in their daily lives and ignore world-wide
matters, he said.
After the scientists succeeded in building atom
bombs, there was a celebration that led to the
development of "atomic foods, atomic banners, and
atomic nicknames for teams and streets," he said.
Those novelities were believed to be "cool
aggressive symbols" that all Americans could take
pride in. However, those developments led to an era of
constant fear, Loeb said.
Loeb said Americans usually put their confidence in
"the men who know best." When following this idea,
people feel "there are certain people that can be trusted
to deal with [important] issues."
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Staff photo by JIM ENGBERT
Visiting scholar Dr. Paul Loeb
The president. Congress, the Senate and all the
elected officials are supposed to know best, he said.
"We make a judgement that the president knows best..
.. We defer responsibility," Loeb said.
In speaking to a congressman about nuclear
armament, Loeb asked, "Do you really want to give
the Soviets the chance to misinterpret a false alarm?"
Loeb said the congressman answered, "Well, if we
really have to have a nuclear war and go back to Adam
and Eve, I want them all to be Americans."
That attitude often is found among government
officials, he said. They have "the kind of arrogance that
breeds the positions of power."
Because of that attitude and historical events, there is
a general mistrust between the United States and the
Soviet Union, Loeb said. That mistrust leads to further
armament build-up.
Ignorance of the U.S. government and of the world
is abundant in our culture and it is unexcusable, Loeb
said.
Americans have adopted the attitude that nothing can
be done to prevent disasters, whether they are caused
by toxic wastes, acid rain, or atomic bombs. That
attitude "gets us off the hook" when a disaster takes

place, Loeb said.
"People are afraid to act or state themselves in a
position. One excuse being apathy," he said.
"It seems !he closer one gets to concentrations of
power, the more people believe that there is nothing
they can do," Loeb said.
If the world experiences a nuclear disaster, humans
will have no way of preventing death, he said. All will
be destroyed and our present reality will become
obscure.
"No guards exist against the barbarisms of a nuclear
holocaust," Loeb said, using the German holocaust
during World War II as an example.
Evil is encouraged in many aspects of society, he
said. It is seen in films, books and TV, Loeb said.
Higher levels of evil can be seen in occurrences like
the German holocaust
"Massacring 6 million people is a different kind of
evil which only took one madman to ignite," he said.
By ignoring the nuclear arms race, people today are
indirectly contributing to evils like the German
holocaust, he said.
""People are not willing to take risks because they
fear their own safety, therefore, they pretend to agree
with the power-holding minority," said Loeb.
People must take risks in order to maintain peace
and world order, he said.
Individual Americans must take on responsibility to
protect their country, he said. If Americans take care of
the United States, citizens of other nations hopefully
will do the same, he said.
"We must have the assertion of our America, that we
chose the certain direction of policy and the
government is not the sole decision-maker," Loeb
added
"We are all given idealistic guarantees," Loeb said.
The challenge is for us to really understand what it
really means to live now," he said.
Compared to the threat of a nuclear war, "getting
into grad school and our daily lifes don't really matter,"
he said.
"Look beyond your own front door, embrace the
world and live as individuals. Take the risk."
Loeb, a Stanford graduate, has held workshops at
nearly one hundred colleges in the United States. In
1982, he wrote "Nuclear Culture:Living and Working
aflhe World's Largest Atomic Complex." His most
recent book deals with the peace movements in the
world and is entided "Hope and Hard Times."

SGA protests news coverage of Ms. Madison winner
By Kristlne Kaplan
SGA reporter

With little discussion, the Student
Government Association passed a bill
of opinion opposing this year's
"inadequate" Breeze coverage of Ms.
Madison.
Ms. Madison is a prestigious
position on campus and deserves respect
and attention, said Chandler senator
James Coleman, who introduced the
bill at the SGA's meedng Tuesday
night. Past Ms. Madisons have received
proper attention by The Breeze,
Coleman added.
The senate passed the bill of opinion

by majority vote.
In other business, SGA President
Greg Gromada told the senators they
should promote the awareness of
alcohol and substance abuse on campus
as Alcohol Awareness Week. The
senators are role models, he said.
The Commission on Faculty Affairs
is working to improve faculty relations
with faculty members, department heads
and students, said Ann-Marie Johnson,
administriHI^ vice president, who
attended a commission meeting.
Johnson also said the Faculty Senate
is "revamping" its constitution, with
help from the SGA.
In new business, the following five

bills were proposed and referred to the
appropriate committees.
•Michael Kinsley, Shorts senator,
introduced a bill to investigate
implementing a program where students
could donate a pint'of blood rather than
pay for a parking violation.
Kinsley said the turnout at'JMU
blood drives has been low and similar
programs have worked at other
universities. He also reasoned that the
national blood supply is low.
•Converse senator Nanci Campbell
proposed the senate seek to upgrade
services offered by the Career Planning
& Placement Center. CP&P does not
fully serve students in all majors.

•Campbell also proposed the senate
investigate reopening the campus post
office on Saturdays until noon. The
office has been open on Saturdays in
the past, she said.
•A third bill proposed by Campbell
proposed establishing a senior override
policy, which would attempt to solve
problems seniors encounter when
enrolling for courses they need for
graduation.
• Wine-Price senator Pam Goad
proposed the senate seek to the improve
the condition of the stairs leading to the
back of Wine-Price Hall. The steps are
dangerous to walk up and are a safety
hazard in inclement weather, she said.
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missions
upon request.
System Development Corporation is looking for bright, imaginative minds trained
in computer science to go boldly where
no one has gone before.
SDC is the strategic unit of
Burroughs Corporation responsible for
business in the government sector. We're
one ofthe most experienced high technology information systems companies in
the world, with a reputation for never
believing that things can't be done better.
Our creativity and tenacity produce
results. Ourexpertise has been important
to the space shuttle and many other space
programs. We pioneered the idea of timesharing, which has changed the way
dozens of industries and government

agencies do business. We're changing the
way medical claims are processed and
welfare programs are administered.
And we're the innovative force
behind developments in systems for air
and marine traffic control, environmental
protection, office automation, human
resource development, facility
management...the list is long.
More than half of our 7000 people
are professionals with special training
and advanced degrees in computers and
system-related fields. Our people are
what matters most to us, and we're
looking for more.
An SDC recruiter will be on your
campus soon If you're a computer science

candidate with a graduate or undergraduate degree and you'd rather be a
leader than follow one, stop by and see us.
If unable to make an on-campus
interview, please submit resume Jo
Planning & Staffing, SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION,
7925 Jones Branch Drive
McLean, VA 22102.
US. CHu»n.hip i, reojured.
We are an equal opportunity employer.

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
ARE BEING SCHEDULED
FOR TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4TH
CONTACT YOUR PUCEMENT
OFFICE FOR AN APPQlS?r
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Rose

' two-year cycles, with the latest budget approved in
March 1986. When the legislature convenes in
January, the only requests will be minor calls for
small projects.
JMU also will lack its most effective advocate with
the finance committees as Carrier plans to seek an
additional $100,000 to $125,000 for the CIT.
Warren, with Rose at his side, will take the helm for
JMUs requests.
"I think it's important that the university has a
physical presence there," Rose said. "We want to
make sure the legislature doesn't forget us."

>■ (Continued from page 1)

plans to assume the vice president role fulltime.»
Warren had only a week to move from the vice
presidency for academic affairs into the presidency so
Rose was asked to stay in the executive assistant
position to help him.
"In the short run I think we can continue to run the
way we are now," he said. While-Warren assumes
responsibility for JMU's daily operation, he consults
Carrier, who will return by April, for any project that
might have a long-term effect.
"It's not a matter of one being better than the other,
it's just a different approach to leadership," Rose said.
"I think he's [Carrier] done a great job of maintaining
an appropriate distance between JMU and the CIT."
Carrier doesn't call and tell the administration what
to do at JMU — he doesn't have the time. But he's
always available if needed, Rose said.
"The contacts he makes aren't going to stop there
[at the CIT]," he said. "Those relationships are going
to be nurtured whep he leaves."
Leave of absence
From August 1985 until January 1986, Rose left
the quiet of JMU's Bluestone community for the
hustle of the state capital. With a leave of absence
from the university, he joined the state education
office in Richmond.
Virginia Secretary of Education Donald Finley
selected Rose as his deputy. Working with the State
Council of Higher Education for Virginia, Rose was
responsible for reviewing proposals for the $90
million Higher Education Equipment Trust. Rose
also developed the governor's recommendations on
faculty salaries, mainly concentrating his work in
higher education. y--4Whether the job needed extra evening hours or a
weekend, "Lin is one of those type of people who
stays until he gets it done," Finley said. At the same
time. Rose kept his objectivity about all schools —
including JMU, he said.
During those last six months of Gov. Charles
Robb's administration, Rose also helped with the
budget proposals Robb left for the Virginia General
Assembly and incoming governor, Gerald Baliles,
Working with Carrier on the JMU budget helped
Rose compare the university's proposal to those of
other schools in the state.
"The most significant thing to me was the quality
of the JMU submission," Rose said. "I feel a great
deal of pride in the fact we produce a high quality
document that was well thought out and direcUy
responded to the governor's statements."
Life at JMU
Since arriving at the university in 1975 as assistant
director of residence halls, Rose has been helped up
the administrative ranks by Carrier.
"I felt for a mentor or role model, there couldn't be
a better one in the country," Rose said. "He's
certainly been a tremendous support influence for my
career. You can never thank someone enough for
that"
With his first promotion to associate director of
residence halls and commuting student services less
than a year after his arrival, Rose has steadily climbed
the administrative ladder. After moving through later
jobs with residence life and university relations. Rose
arrived in 1985 at the Wilson Hall complex he shares
with the president.
"There aren't many people on the campus that
know more about the university than Dr. Carrier,"
Rose said. "I quickly learned I liked JMU."

File photo

In April Linwood Rose was named vice
president for administrative affairs.
From September 1981 to July 1982, Rose took an
educational leave form JMU to work on his doctorate
from the University of Virginia's Center for the
Study of Higher Education. The dissertation still
needs to be completed.
Rose's transition into residence life roles followed
similar assignments at the University of Tennessee in
Knoxville, where he received his master's in
educational administration and supervision,
concentrating in higher education. Before that, he
worked as a resident adviser while studying
economics at Virginia Tech, where he earned his
bachelor's degree in 1973.

Goals in higher education
Despite his move through JMU, "I can't say I
wanted to be an assistant to the president," Rose said.
With Carrier's departure this year. Rose hasn't been
able to define his goals for the new job. A potpourri
of duties covers everything from affirmative action to
planning and analysis.
"I have high expectations for the quality of work I
do," Rose said. "I hope to say that everything I'm
involved in, I did the best job I could. When you
spread yourself thin, you're not always sure you did
your best."
Although his schedule has been overcrowded since
April, Rose has found time to start developing a
check system for the university, which he presented
in outline form to the Board of Visitors at its early
October meeting.
"Just as you might take your pulse ... there are
things in every business you want to monitor and not
only watch for this university but for those we
consider to be peers," he said. Ranging from faculty
statistics to debt ratios, the program formulates

"I have high expectations for the quality of
work I do. I hope to say
that everything I'm
involved in, I did the best
job I could. When you,
spread yourself thin,
you're not always sure
you did your best."

Working with the legislature
Each year, as the university moves into gear for the
General Assembly, Rose prepares for numerous
two-and-a-half hour trips to Richmond. Following
Interstate 81 and 1-64 through, the mountains to
Charlottcsville is pleasaiuYout taking the interstate
into the capita) makes'it difficult at limes. The
weekly, somelimes/^ice-weekly, trips begin in
early October and la^fthrough the end of March.
"I monitor tht /General Assembly," said Rose,
checking a date dri thfe open datebook. With a crisply
pressed gray pinshipel suit and jet black hair streaked
quantitive measures from qualitative issues. Those
with occasional ^flay, the 35-year-old Rose resembles
figures can be used to compare JMU not only in past
a young Charles ROTb.
years, but to similar institutions.
"I make it a point to keep-«Uouch with what they
Rose also plans to examine the university's
see arc key issues," he said. Part of the success
computing system, including an emphasis on the
revolves around deve^epm^des wim^heJegMaiive
staffs and members ^Jhe Jfease" appropriation^ academic facility. While JMU owns a good facility,
* Rose said the university needs to upgrade its
committee and the Senate financecdrnmittee.V"^
x
computer literacy. Then he can take it to a new level
In the past. Rose would keep watch on daily
by introducing that technology in 300 and 400 level
activities for JMU during the session, and Carrier
courses.
would travel to Richmond when the major issues hit
As Rose prepares to move fully into his latest role
the floor of either house.
when
Carrier returns, he doesn't rule out any plans for
"Obviously the presidents get the attention of the
the
future.
General Assembly," Rose said. "The president has to
"I'd like to be a president someday. There's no
serve as a clean-up hitter in a sort of baseball
hesitation
about that," he said.
vernacular."
"He
certainly
would if I were the one making the
This year, things aren't going to be the same for
decision,"
Finley
said. "All you have to do is look at
JMU, but it benefits from being an off-budget year
his
track
record
and
see that"
for the assembly. The state prepares its budget on

— Lin Rose
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Alcohol week
includes program
on drunkeness
By Amanda Benson
staff writer

.

About 20 students attended a breathalizer
demonstration held at Sigma Phi Epsilon Tuesday
night.
David Rood, director of Rockingham County's
Alcohol Safety Action Program, spoke about
drinking and driving and showed a movie dealing
with alcohol-related traffic deaths.
Rood and JMU police officer R. E. Teague then
gave breathalizer tests to four students who had
consumed about five beers each.
The students also were given field sobriety tests.
During the tests, they were asked to recite the
alphabet, walk a line heel-to-toe, balance on one leg
and touch the tip of the nose with the index finger.
The participants' breathalizer readings ranged from
.04 to .06 in blood alcohol content. A reading of
Staff photo by BOB SEEMAN
.10 is the minimum for conviction under the law.
"Even if I see someone with a .04, I won't let
Elrod Hendricks, a Baltimore Orioles coach, spoke In Grafton-Stovall Theater.
them get back in the car and drive," Teague said.
"That would be morally wrong for a police officer."
About 100 JMU students are arrested each year
for driving under the influence of alcohol. Rood
said.
abuse. He and six friends decided they did rtpt want
He asked the group, "Who knows someone who's
By Amanda "B enson
to take drugs or drink alcohol, he said.
gotten a DUI arrest?" All hands were raised.
staff writer
"We chose not to. . . . We cared about our
Drinking and driving is a criminal offense, Rood
[bodily]
systems," Hendricks said. "We wanted to be
said. The first DUI offense results in a six-month
Today's generation cannot effectively control the
the
best
athletes
on the whole damned island."
suspension of the driver's license and maximum
world if they abuse alcohol or drugs, a coach for
Hendricks
addressed
the athletes in the audience.
$1000 fine, he said.
the Baltimore Orioles said Monday night.
"I've
seen
too
nr>ny
good
athletes who didn't make
One out of every 10 people has a drinking
"You are hot the future, you are now," said Elrod
it
because
they
either
chose
to be on drugs or
problem, Rood said. "The odds are, at least one of
Hendricks, who often speaks to students about
indulge
in
alcohol,"
he
said.
you is an alcoholic."
substance abuse. "You cannot control the world
"Your [athletic] career is short enough, ... you
A similar breathalizer program was given in
with brain damage."
cannot
afford to poison your minds."
Gifford Hall Wednesday. Shorts Hall will host one
Cocaine
and crack are becoming dangerously
About 250 students attended his lecture, which
tonight at 7:30 p.m.
popular,
Hendricks
said. "Crack is pure cocaine, and
was featured as part of Alcohol Awareness Week
The programs are part of Alcohol Awareness
pure
cocaine
kills,"
he said.
Week. Other events include speaker Elrod Hendricks,
this week.
"To
know
that
you
can take something that can
Students and athletes often maintain the attitude a bulletin board contest among residence halls, a
kill
you
in
five
conds
- that is scary," Hendricks
"We can handle it, no problem," he said. However,
question and answer session with substance abuse
said.
he warned the audience to "know your limits."
specialists and an alcohol trivia game.
Hendricks'
ch was sponsored by JMU's
Hendricks relayed his own personal experiences.
The alcohol trivia game will take place in the
Division
of
S.
ient
Affairs and the Alcohol
Raised in the Virgin Islands, he grew up in a poor
Warren Campus Center lobby from 5 to 7 p.m.
Education Con
tee.
neighborhood and witnessed much drug and alcohol
today. Prizes will be awarded.

Coach cautions students on abuse

By Amy Porter
staff writer

Roadblock
due to spill
of chemicals

Anyone traveling on Main Street
south of Harrisonburg Saturday night or
early Sunday morning encountered a
roadblock set up to divert traffic from a
chemical spill at a truckstop.
Material leaking from a truck worried
Harrisonburg fire officials until JMU
chemistry professor Robert Atkins and
other officials at the scene identified the
material as "practically non-toxic,"
Atkins said.
According to Harrisonburg Fire
Chief Larry Shifflett, the fire
department was called to Harrisonburg
Truck Terminal on South Main Street
at about 9:20 p.m. Saturday after a
worker there complained of feeling

nauseated.
A 5-by-25-foot spill in the front of
the truck stop and several smaller ones
in back caused the worker and a trucker
to feel ill, Shifflett said.
The truck that spilled the material had
stopped earlier in the day between 4 and
6 p.m. The chemicals it contained were
produced in a reactor at an industrial
plant in Baltimore.
The truck driver was washing his
truck near the back of the truck stop,
when a worker noticed liquid spilled.
The trucker told the worker it was "only
oil and nothing to worry about,"
Shifflett said.
But the fumes became so strong that
the truck had to be moved to the front,
and more material was spilled then,
Shifflett said. The truck driver left

e the chemicals were investigated.
ic only way to identify the truck
v.a6 by a fuel ticket, which indicated the
tni ' was from Jack Grey Trucking Co.
ry, Ind., Shifflett said. However,
ick was under contract to carry
\
from Maryland to Alabama, he
said.
v.
p
rr.
n

Kins said that most of the night,
lidn't know what we had."
fire officials took safely
mtions before they found out the
-ial was not toxic.

I e officials evacuated 30 workers
wkers at the truck stop, moving
i a banquet room at the Holiday
ifflett said.
.ic was blocked off until 10:30
;unday.
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Busch Gardens

c
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America's European theme park in
▼
^^
WILLIAMSBURG, VA is conducting auditions for
over 200 singers, dancers, musicians, variety ar- ^>
tists, actors, technicians, and supervisors. You .JHh.
could be part of the galaxy of stars at Busch
1^
Gardens/The Old Country. So get your act together
and come "shine" at our 1987 Auditions!!!!
Audition Dates:
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
Friday, October 31st, 1986 12-4 p.m.
James Madison University
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium

ATTENTION SUN WORSHIPERS !!!

'EASyrJMl

IS LOCATED AT 32 MILLER CIRCLE
BEHIND R.J.'S DELI

Do it the

TJASJway

434-0808

at 'EAypimC !!

Call for appt. mon-fri 8-9, sat 8-4

y^

SiRftdRJKlTS

WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA
R||C/"U *
Saturday, December 6th, 12-5 p.m. ^UUJLT
Sunday, December7th, 12-5 p.m. Cl AI
Busch Gardens
Mr%\
Hastings Theatre
Note: Dancers must bring a prepared combination
Cassette taped music only.

'jmnumur
52 West Water St
Harrisonburg
(703) 434-7647

An^ffirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/H

MIDWAY
MARKET
157 Warsaw Ave.
BUDWEISER
6pk btls

2.5 9

GOEBELS
i2Pk
ST.

2.99

PAULI

GIRL

3.99
MILWAUKEE'S BEST
Lt6pkCan

1.39

FIRE & WATER
GLASSES 3.9 9
ST. CHRISTOPHER
No Alcohol Beer 2.99
Nightly Till Midnight

COORS
(Reg/Lt) 6pk cans 2.59 t

MOLSON
All varieties 2.9 9
LITE
12pks

"The Beat (Joes On in
Charlottesville"

5.29

MICKEYS

MALT

$1.99

APPEARING SAT., OCT. 25
IN UNIVERSITY HALL
RT. 29 AT 8PM

IOOSEHEAD CRATESS

10.99
COKE
2 liter
All varieties 1.09
Prices Expire 10-25-86

TICKETS: $10

AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR

PK German of University Union
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POLICEFILE

Students
charged
with DUI

marijuana about 12:15 a.m. Friday,
police said.
A judicial charge is made when
university policy is violated. It is
reviewed by university officials. Police
do not release the names of students
judicially charged.

By Alix Dapolito
police reporter

Indecent

Three students were arrested and
charged with driving under the influence
of alcohol over the weekend by campus
police.
• Student Kimberley Gravins, age
unavailable, of Richmond, was arrested
about 1:45 a.m. Saturday on Dukes'
Drive West, police said.
• Student Beth A. Bachcldor, age
unavailable, of Dumfries, was arrested
about 1:25 a.m. Saturday in L-lot,
police said.
• Student John H. Hamlett, age
unavailable, of Richmond, was arrested
about 3:50 a.m. Saturday on Dukes'
Drive West, police said.
Campus police also reported the
following incidents:
Possession of marijuana
•Two Hanson Hall residents were
charged judicially with possession 6f

f£

exposure

•A white, brown-haired male driving a
blue and white pick-up truck with West
Virginia tags reportedly exposed
himself to a female student about 5:30
p.m. Oct. 13 on Bluestone Drive, police
said.
The student was walking by the side of
the road near the lake complex dorms
when the man called her to his truck and
exposed himself.
No arrests have been made.

•A car stereo booster valued at $100
was reported stolen from a car parked in
Z-lot sometime between Oct. 12 and
Oct. 14, police said.
•Two speakers valued at a total of $40
were reported stolen from a car parked
in Z-lot between noon on Oct. 12 and 4
a.m. Oct. 15, police said.
• A bike rack was reported stolen
between Oct. 12 and Oct. 15 from a car
parked in X-lot, police said. No value or
time was available.
•A license plate was reported stolen
between Friday and Saturday from a car
parked behind White Hall, police said.
The plate was North Carolina tag
number AWB-8748.

False fire alarm
Petty

larceny

•A gold rope necklace valued at $200
was reported stolen from a backpack
left in a Campus Center ladies room
about 9 p.m. Friday, police said.

• A man's 27-inch Columbia "Trail
Runner" bicycle was reported stolen
between 4 a.m. and 6 a.m. Saturday
from the Alpha Sigma Tau sorority
house, police said. The value of the
bike was estimated at $180.

«*

•One student was judicially charged
with pulling a fire alarm about 2:30 a.m.
Sunday at the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity
house, police said.

Underagi
alcohol

consumption

of

•Two students were charged judicially
with underage consumption about 10:15
p.m. Saturday in PC Dukes, police said.

Class schedules
to be delivered
Monday night
The Spring 1987 Schedule of
Classes will be delivered to
residence halls Monday evening^
and students should get them
from their resident advisers.
Commuter students, including
Presidential Apartment residents,
should pick up their schedules in
the Commuter Student Office in
the Warren Campus Center.
Special students and JMU
employees may obtain Spring
schedules from the Office of
Academic Services in Wilson 107
alter Monday. Post baccalaureate
and post-masters students may
obtain their schedules in Wflson
113. Spring 1987 schedules will
be mailed to graduate students.
Schedules will not be
distributed in either the Records
Of fice or the Graduate Office, but
replacement copies will be oo
sale in the JMU Bookstore for
$1.

R.A.S. Electronics
CrD PION4EER

HOO'S SP00KIN' H00?

PIONEER ELECTRONICS IUSA| INC

Is Nursing A Mystery To You?
James Madison University College of Nursing
is hosting a special Halloween OPEN House
Wednesday, October 29, 1986 1-3 pm
Wine Price College of Nursing Basement Lab

You are invited to join us for:
*

Tours of College of Nursing Facilities
* Nursing Skills Demostrations
* Dramatic Presentations Featuring
* JMU Senior Nursing Students in
"Early Days as a JMU Nursing Student"
* Stress Management (1-2 pm)
G. Livingston RN, MSN ,
* Blood Pressure Screening
* FYI: How to Crutch Walk, Basic First Aid

HALLOWEEN TREATS AND FUN

PIONEER KE6161
KE6161
Auto reverse, seperate bass & tremble, clock,
music search,, Dolby, seek, full illumination
>
Regular $279.95
October only $254.95
PIONEER TS-6930
6x9 coaxial
speakers
60 watt
TS-6930
Regular $74.95
October only $59.95
RAS Electronics
1469 South Main St.
(in the Kline Realty Building)
Mon., Tues.. Thurs., Fri. 10:00 - 5:30
Sat. 9:00 - 1:00
Closed Wednesday
Phone: 433-9327
"b
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MICS
Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY.

YABBER

Dorsey

-AHERCHANPISINbPeAL
TO PROPVCE PLUSH TOY

Msseiopes...

soN.Heimrio
see THIS Bitssecm
THING. NOW.

ft SMALL -mcricAL twmw
WOULP m mmy BETWEEN
ms ANTLERS, ITCOULP ee
mm'peptff.
mve

SYSTEM

SEEN LOOKING
FOR. .

m FELLER. HOWWttPW
UK€WHeLP'OUTTHECAUSE
OF FRBEPOM ANP AMERICAN

^fr\ 51
i&EM

W^3$i
THE FAR SIDE

"Again? What is it with you that as soon as
you put one fin on the land you have to go?"

-Gary Larson

"Randy! Just sit down, eat your cereal,
and look for that thing later!"

The operation was a success: Later, the duck.
with his new human brain, went on to become
me leader ot a great flock. Irwln, however,
was ostracized by his friends and family
and eventually |ust ambled south.

t ' ! t -\f

fc

C> ''* 11 ' r r ■ r ' i
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FOR RENT
Campus Condos - Available for spring
semester & summer if desired.
Non-smoking female needed to sublet for
$145/mQ. Call Julie Shanholtz, 433-6783
or P.O. Box 4072.
Almost on Campus -1 BR apartments on
Dutchmill Court (behind Hardees). Water,
trash pick up, lawn mowing & appliances
provided. Carpeted. Almost new. No pets.
Lease/deposit $245. 434-2100.
Roommate Beginning January - Hunters
Ridge. 4 BR, own room. Female.
434-6844.

Racing Bicycle - Puch Royal X, double
butted 531, Dura Ace equipment, emaculate
condition, great for triathaJons, x5065.
Government Homes From $1 (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call 805-687-6000, ext. GH5526 for
current repo list
1973 Datsun Pick-Up - $900 or make
offer. 434-1481, evenings.
Dorm
Refrigerator - $60. Drum
equipment, 5 piece set, roto toms, heavy
duty hardware, Zildjain & Paiste cymbals.
Call Nick, 433-6377.

Sublet - January - May 1987. $i55/mo.
plus utilities. Almost across from Mr. Flip's
on S. Main. Call Nick, 433-6377.

VCR - Toshiba Beta with remote control, in
excellent condition. Retail $300, must sell.
$200/best offer. Tapes included! Call
Gary at 433-0988.

Plan Next Year's Housing Early - Get the
best selection - featuring Madison Gardens
- Duke Apts. - University Place. Patrick
Real Estate. 433-2559.

1983 Pontlac 2000 - Excellent condition,
automatic, AM/FM, AC, PS, PB,
433-6054.

HELP WANTED
Athletics Equipment Managers - Wanted to
work with intercollegiate athletics teams.
Financial aid to qualified persons. Apply to
Mr. Dave Reedy, Head Equipment Manager.
Godwin Hall, x6086 or x6457.
Want a Job But Don't Want to Work?
Come join the team at Domino's Pizza We
are now hiring for daytime delivery
positions. For more information call
433-2300 or stop in.
December Grad Career Opportunity Stock broker trainee opportunity in VA
Beach for hard-working, enthusiastic
individual. Send resume to 2614 Totem
Trail, VA Beach, VA 23454.
Travel Field Opportunity - Gain valuable
marketing experience while earning money.
Campus representative needed immediately
for Spring break trip to Florida. Call
Campus Marketing at 1-800-282.6221.
Walter/Waitresses Needed - Part time
evenings & weekends, experience
preferred, apply at manager's office,
Spotswood Country Club.

LOST & FOUND
Gold Neckchain Lost - High sentimental
value. Large reward offered, x4637.
Found - Jacket in Education building,
Monday night. Call Amy or Beth, x7104.
Lost - Gold & Pearl bracelet during JM's
happy hour Friday late afternoon. If found
please call 433-2179!

WANTED

Vintage Triumph '69 GT6 • Cute classic,
runs great. Desperately poor. x5065.
Blank Tape Sale! TDK SA 90 - 2 for
$3.89! Maxell XLII 90 - 10 for $19.99!
TOWN & CAMPUS RECORDS, 70 W.
Water St., Harrisonburg.
Firewood - Seasoned oak firewood. Any
amount pick-up/delivery. Cal 433-5032.
78 Subaru - Only 84,000 miles. Air,
stereo, extra tires & rims, elc. Some rust,
runs great. Virginia inspected 10/10/86.
Only $900. Ask for Scott at 433-0323.

Learn to Scuba Dive - Call Kathy's Scuba,
433-3337.
Horizon Sure Tan is a professional tanning
salon with the best systems available & 6
years of service. 1106 Reservoir St,
434-1812.
The Widow Kip's Victorian Bed &
Breakfast in Mt. Jackson. 21 miles from
JMU. 6 antique bedrooms with fireplaces,
pool, caverns, hiking, come frazzled-leave
whole. $45 double. 703-477-2400.
Research Papers - 15,278 available!
Catalog $2. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll-Free
Hot Line 800-351-0222, Ext. 33.
VISA/MC or COD.

DEADLINES FOR CLASSIFIEDS are noon
Friday for Monday's issue & noon Tuesday
for
Thursday's
issue.
Any
classifieds/personals received after these
times will be held until the next issue.
Classifieds/personals sent through campus
mal are also subject to these deadlines.

Help -1 Need a Ride to Williamsburg fall
break weekend (around Oct 30). Will pay.
Call Laurel, x7396.
SERVICES
Free Tutoring - Actg. 241-242 every
Tuesday, 6-7 pm, Ha-A4. Sponsored by
Beta Alpha Psi.
Steele's Barber Shop Announces Lou,
formally from NY, specializing in styling for
men A boys. 4 Barbers, Open 85:30, Sat.
8-3. Water St Parking Deck, 434-4252.
Resumes - Professionally prepared.
Interview on campus. Typing, editing. Free
pick-up & delivery. Days, evenings,
Saturdays. Thomas Eastland Company,
433-3495.
Typing Service - 23 years experience,
$i.25/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
Pregnant? Free confidential help. Free
pregnancy test Birthright 434-0003.

■

The Spark Plugs
Only Appearance This Fall
Thurs., Oct. 23
At the Gandy Dancer
EFFECTIVE 10/23/86 - All ads like the
above will be restricted to 5 lines & will
cost $2 per line.
Books, Books, Books - Over 1000 books in
our Book Alley at Harrison Antiques, Court
Square, downtown, 434-1074.
Congratulations Joan! I knew you could do it!
Reggie
Musicians, Singers, Music Lovers - Get the
Virginia Musician's Monthly. Interviews with
local Virginia talent, photos, how-tos,
classifieds. Statewide coverage, all music
related. By musicians, for musicians. Free
details. SASE to: Musicians, Dept A, P.O.
Box 111, Port Republic, VA 24471.
Locals Only! Tonight at the Mystic Den.

Typing - $Ll0/page, Pica or Elite.
$1.60/page overnight. Call Karen,
433-3327.

Buying Gold, Silver & Old Jewelry, Harrison
Antiques, 434-1074.

Ride Wanted - To VA Beach/Norfolk area.
Leave this Friday & return Sunday. Please
call Paul at x7138.

Joan Beatrice Johnson - Congrats on being
selected Ms. Madison!

Professional Typing & Word Processing Overnight service & competitive rates. Call
Kevin at 433-3147 after 5.

Typing Service - $l/page. 433-8713.

1,2 or 3 Man Music Groups for Friday nite
entertainment Phone 568-6060.

Happy Birthday Klrstenl Hope you & Billy
have a wet weekend! Love, The A301
Belchers.

Blue Ridge Dive & Craft Shop - Scuba &
snorkeling, sales, rentals, instruction,
repairs, air fills. Only hours 7:30 - 9 pm,
Fridays, 896 N. Liberty St., 433-6153.

Help - Ride Neededl To Northern New
Jersey, Oct. 30. I'm desperate!, Ext 7563.

FOR SALE
Sharp - Intelliwriter word processor/
typewriter. Barely used. Call Chris, x5054,
any time after 10 pm, $140. Price
negotiable.

Stadium Cups - Great for fundraisers.
Designed & printed. Minimum order 100, 2
week delivery. 16 & 20 oz. styles. 85c each.
Call or write Greg, 433-5113 or P.O.
5144.

PERSONALS

NEW POLICY FOR PERSONALS Effective 10/30/86, no personals will be
accepted/printed unless a name & phone
number are included with the personal. This
policy will be strictly enforced. This Is
necessary to case a problem arises with the
printing of the personal. Names 4 phone
numbers will not be printed or given out
They are needed for insurance purposes
and are only for our records. We appreciate
your cooperation with this new policy.
Remember - ALWAYS INCLUDE A NAME
& PHONE NUMBER WITH ANY
PERSONAL ADSI
UPB Mini-Courses - Water aerobics,
Nautilus, beginning guitar, Christmas
crafts, wardrobe planning, Jazzercise,
enhancing research skills...contact UPB
office for specific dates & information.
Registration begins Mon., Oct 27.

Chuck Taylor & The Allstars, Friday &
Saturday at the Mystic Den.
To Andrea In Glfford - I'm so infatuated
with your presence, what should I do?
Blue-Eyed Irishman
Mike From South Hill - Dad's getting
impatient! Where's the ring? Respond
immediately! ONS Girl
Skip Castro Band, Thurs., Oct 30, at The
Gandy Dancer.

_s

Karen - Want to go to New York for the
weekend? It only costs $78 round trip. Call
Suzy Miller at x7479, she'll make the
reservations for free. Cathy
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
t, Inc/is proud
of our Soro Joan Johnson, Ms. Madison,
1986.
Dibble - Roses are red, violets are blue,
let's party hard at Tech this weekend,
Happy 22! Love, Laura & Sara
Unusual Gifts at Affordable Prices • MC VISA - Choice - Layaway. Harrison
Antiques, Court Square, downtown. Stop
by & browse. 434-1074.
Maxims...What's That? Student talent
showcase tonight 9-11pm, PC Balroom,
free.

The Allstars at the Mystic Den this
weekendl

To K.E.R. - Happy Birthday! Love, Your
Suitemates!

Come Watch & Support ZTA & ex at
the Wiffle-a-Thon. Saturday, 12 pm - 12
am.

Wellness & Mocktails . A slide presentation
& drinks in Logan TV Lounge, Thurs., Oct.
23,8 pm.
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Karen - We have Bentley. Want it back?
Thompson & Trammel On the Brink • Oct.
23, 24 & 25, 8 pm, Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre.
Lonely Lady - What do you really want? Get
in tough. Tige
Linda - Thirsty? (LW.W.)
KEO - Let's bag everything & run ott
together! (Haven't we left yet?) I love you,
Honeybear, Mmmm. Cufe Pie
Michael David Brown - Who's your buddy?
Did you remember the "insignificant 6th?"
Have fun scoping! (Hi Mez!) Love ya, Deri.
ALA - You're the greatest! Thanks for the
vote of confidence! Love, Alpha Chi Omega
Pledges.
Blank Tap* Sale! TDK SA 90 - 2 for
$3.89! Maxell XLII 90 - 10 for $19.99!
TOWN & CAMPUS RECORDS, 70 W.
Water St., Harrisonburg.
Rocky Honor Picture Show -10 a 12
Friday night, PC Bafeoom. Come in costume
& get in tor $1.

Aie Does It Again...Making history...
Congratulations Soro Joan. Shirley

ocott Harrison (P.A.) - We love to see you
get down. Forever yours, The Skaters.

Do the Dance of the Seven Veils in a belly
dancer's costume from Ragalia in Antique
Row on Court Square.

Congratulations Soro Joan for being our
new Ms. Madison! Brenda

Dear K.T. (Hon) Thanks for your love &
willingness to start over. I'm looking
forward to the day by day growth of our
relationship & strengthening of our
friendship. Thanks for giving what you can
& wanting to give more. I love you! Your
best friend, "SB".

Thurs., Oct 23
You WHI Be Sorry Without a Sari from
Regalia, 433-6072.

Bet-Bug -1 missed you too. Save the
'raincheck' for a rainy day. Slickstor
Congratulations Pledges of Alpha Chi
Omega. We can! wait to party with you!
The Pledges of Zeta Tau Alpha
Kansas ■ If Thursday night becomes a habit,
maybe you'll get a drawer & even a few
hangers from Auntj Em. Are you truly a
Rocky Horror fan? Good luck on Saturday,
my wonderful, wet friend! Dorothy
NEW POLICY FOR PERSONALS Effective 10/30/86, no personals win be
accepted/printed unless a name & phone
number are Included wtth the personal. This
policy will be strictly enforced. This Is
necessary In case a problem arises with the
printing of the personal. Names & phone
numbers will not be printed or given out.
They are needed tor Insurance purposes &
are only for our records. We appreciate
your cooperation with this new policy.
Remember - ALWAYS INCLUDE A NAME
* PHONE NUMBER WITH ANY
PERSONAL ADS!
Come Support ARC & MOATavme

ZTA-ex Wime-a-Thonr4aturdayri^
pm-12am.
Munch Bunch Rules! Get off on that
"Canadian Sunrise"!

Locals Only! Tonight at the Mystic Den.

Juliet - Sorry for everything, you know I
love you. Love that Pilsner beer! The
Wizard

Thanks to our Little Freshmen Helpers.
Michelle & Kathy

9.75 -1 miss you terribly. Please take care
& lose 100 of those 300 pounds. Love ya
lots, Barbara.
Candy Dancer presents Skip Castro Band.
Thus., Oct. 30.

Congratulations to in's new Little Sister
Pledges! Kathleen, Leanne, Kathy, Dianna,
Kim, Janetto, Laura, Chris & Robyn.
Karl - Being roommates with you is 'just
peachy'! Love, Lori.

David Major - Thank you. Couldn't have done
newsletter without you.
IK Sisters & Pledges - Thanks for your
support, it means a lot to us! Love, Alpha
Chi Omega Pledges.
Mary Komatsouls - Congratulations on your
win. Hope you feel better.
Thompson & Trammel, On the Brink - Oct.
23, 24 I 25, 8 pm, Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre.
Club Thursday presents Maxims - Student
talent showcase, tonight, 9-11 pm, PC
Ballroom, free1
Rugglea -1 apologize for the ice & cracker
crumbs. B

Buy a Guy From Theta Chi

Chuck Taylor & The Bull appearing at the
Mystic Den.

Brother/Pledge Slave Auction, Thursday,
730, Eagle Hal.

Buck - Who do I love? You! Your Ever Cute
Doe!

McNerd • Thanx for being so special! You
are awesome. Mchele

Rocky/Bulfwlnkte -1 wish I'd met you at that
picnic 3 years ago, but I'd realy like to go
out with you now. Its up to you. "Mike"

The Allstart This Weekend I Half-price
pitchers, 8-9, at the Den!
Someone in Your Fraternity or Sorority
having a birthday? Make it special with a
cake delivered by Three Guys, 433-2335.

Amy & Fred - We want your hard bodies.
Now! The Guys of Your Dreams

Chuck Taylor & The Allstars. Friday &
Saturday at the Mystic Den.

Karen Helmuth -1 left for NYC last night!
Mahal Meet you Monday. Your SP.

in Little Sisters - You're the best! Love,
"54 Signatures".
AXA - Get psyched for Haunted House!
We are ready to spook & rage! EEL
Mitchal - How bout another balloon ride
blue eyes? EP
IE, IOE & IK - Get ready to party
hard at our happy hour Friday.
The Allstarsl This weekend - batting
practice, 8-9. $2 a pitch!
Rocky Horror Picture Show -10 & 12,
Friday night, PC Ballroom. Come in costume
& get in for $1.
Be the Celebrity of Your Dreams in
costumes from Ragalia in Antique Row on
Court Square, 433-6072.
If You See Klrsten Robinson on Sunday,
Get 26, wish her a happy birthday!
oxer

Shorts for all fraternities &

sororities. Just $5! Available from in
Little Sisters.
Cyndl - Are you really legal? Let's see some
ID or at least more ID!

■■

Gandy Dancer Presents Skip Castro Band,
Thurs., Oct. 30.

happy hour on Friday! IK

Chuck Taylor & The Allstars! Mystic Den,
Friday & Saturday

Do You Know What Realty Goes On Inside
the vault? Come & find out! Not just for
virgins.
The Spark Plugs

ZTA, I4>E & KE • We're psyched for

Dede - Thanks for putting up with me the
past 2 months. Sorry I took you for
granted. I'll hang around more & get my
priorities back in order. Love, Your Cheek
to Cheek, Table Top Dancing Buddie.

Strlp-O-Grams would like to thank all those
who have called & remind everyone ft is still
the best way to start any party.
J
434-8737.
Hark! Who's watching me? Reveal yourself
or may a Condofs wing strike you down at a
most unsuspecting moment! J.F.
Happy Birthday Cookie! We love you lots'
Have a super day! Love, Your Roomies.
Brothers of Sigma Phi EpsHon - Way to jam
on ticket sates. You rid a great job. The
rest of you guys get your money in. And
Phil, thanks for the cheap Vodka. O'Brien
Sigma Phi Epsllon Wishes to announce the
introduction of a $500 Academic
Scholarship to be awarded to a student
who shows strong academic r^rformance,
excellent character & good activity within
JMU. More details, information &
applications will be announced soon. If you
think you'd be interested. Look for details
or talk to a brother.
ZTA-OX Wiftle-a-Thon this Saturday
12 pm -12 am. Come support ARC i MDA.
Sandra - Happy birthday Bimbo. You're the
best friend IVe ever had. I hope your
birthday is great. Trina

Ar Sisters - We love you! The "Special K"
Pledge Class
Crys K. - Keep smiling sweetie! I love you!
fvteeshWoman
Chris Gardner - Keep that skateboard out
of the bushes! P.S. How about a date?
Send personal to Small Town Girl.
See the Movie
Footloose
On the Quad
Thurs., Oct. 23 at 730 pm
Sponsored By SGA 4 UPB for Alcohol
Awareness Weak.
Let Someone Know You Cart wWiafestve
balloon bouquet or a freshly-baked cake
delivered by Three Guys...433-2335.
Hunter's Ridge wasted our chicken. Chuck
Taylor remembers, this weekend.
SMR • Thanx for befog understanding.
Smie. Hoveyou.
Christie Palmer - Congrats on your
"Starduster" bid! Love ya, Ann.
Skip Castro Band, Thurs., Oct 30, at The
Gandy Dancer.
NEW POLICY FOR PERSONALS Effective 10/30/86, no personals will be
accepted/printed unless a name 4 phone
number are Included wtth the personaL This
policy will be strictly enforced. This Is
necessary In case a problem arises with the
printing of the personal. Names 4 phone
numbers will not be printed or given out
They are needed tor insurance purposes 4
are for our records only. We appreciate
your cooperation with this new policy.
Remember - ALWAYS INCLUDE A NAME
4 PHONE NUMBER WITH ANY
PERSONAL ADSI
Whoops! Happy Birthday Wrsten!
Brent Brown - Great birthdays are made
for hot scopes. Have a wild one! 4511
If You Know Someone who has an eating
disorder, please call the ZTA Hotline at
x7486, M-W,8-12pm.
Drink Mocktallsl Thurs., Oct 23, 8 pm,
Logan TV Lounge.
Eileen Bartnett - Smile & have a great day!
Love, Cindy.
ATA - BA Pledges are doing great!
tlssa
Idiot - Keep up the great work! You're the
best Little Brother! Love, Your in Big
Sister.
Congrats Ms. J! From the Boys!
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Skee-oop! Congratulations Joan Johnson,
'Ms. Madison". Alpha Kappa Alpha

John - We voted Thursday. It was
unanimous, you're a jerk!

Fine Job Joanl Keep it up! BSA

Richie - Forgive me yet for being mean at
Ki? I am interested (still). Michele P.S. I
like your eyes too!

IN - You guys are awesome! A Secret
Little Sister

Party With
Saturday.

Remember the Chlckenl Chuck Taylor at the
Mystic Den tomorrow!

the Edicals at Pi Kap

Lt Pokey -1 hope you enjoyed your special
day. Are we still on for dinner tonight or is
that "Against AH Odds"? Love, Gumby.

Sandra - Have a happy 22 from me to you 4
remember, I'm in love with you. See you soon.
JEP-EOE

■^

Schmoosie - Why do I love Oct. 24?
Because it's the day I met you. The best day
of my life! I love you. M

What an Accomplishment! The first black
Ms. Madison. Congratulations Soror.
Semone M Lawrence

ZTA Pledges - Keep up the good work.
You guys are awesome! Love, The Sisters of

NEW POLICY FOR PERSONALS Effective 10/30786, no personals will be
accepted/printed unless a name & phone
number are included with the personal. This
policy will be strictly enforced. This Is
necessary in case a problem arises with the
printing of the personal. Names & phone
numbers will not be printed or given out
They are needed for Insurance purposes &
are for our records only. We appreciate
your cooperation with this new policy.
Remember ■ ALWAYS INCLUDE A NAME
& PHONE NUMBER WITH ANY
PERSONAL ADSI

' Mock Election "*
If You See Jennifer Taylor Saturday tell
her to have a happy birthday (or, hey, why
not call her). The Ones Who Don't Know

MAC #2 - I'm sorry if I made things
uncomfortable for you! The West End Girl

Conway - Your party was great! Thanks for
a "fun" time! Sorry things didn't work out.
Love, Karen.

Joey - Happy anniversary minus 1 day! God
only knows what I'd do without you 4 let's
keep it that way please. I love you. For an
time, yours, Felis (ST.)

Tim - You really killed my buzz on Saturday
night Jen
Bethke - How does one take the bus?
Birdlegs
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Incorporated
congratulates Soro Joan Johnson for being
selected as the 1986-87 Ms. Madison. We
love you!
Do You Want Information about eating

ZTA.
Sweetheart - 9 months? Thafs nothing!Many more 9's to come. Thanks for making
them the best of my life! Doc

disorders? Call the ZTA Hotline, x7486,
M-W, 8-12 pm.
Yo, Q Crew - Too dark to be pink! The Raj

1 Year & Still Shining Bright! Happy
anniversary to the Diamond Court of Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc. (Oct. 25).
Diamonds are forever!

Free - Bar, 6'x4", with shelves. Call Susan
at x7571 between 8-9 pm, tonite only for
details.

Louie Gosaln - Great job with Homecoming

I'm Not Opposed to homosexuals or
heterosexuals. I have an open mind

weekend! Love, AXA Little Sisters.
Steve & Kurt (Piglet's Roomies) - Sorry
about the mix up. You pick the time & place
& well be there. No excuses. Kim & Tracy

Beth Wells - Happy 10th Spunky! One red
*> rose, Bryan.
Debbie - Are you a girl or a woman? Boy

En- Had a great time at "bloody screw"!

Nancy - Thanks fa a great time. You really
left your mark. Tell Natalie she missed out.
Speak French?!

Thanx! AT
6X - We're psyched for Wiffleball this
Saturday. ZTA

Brian (What)Ward - Be my Big Brother! A
Photographer. RSVP Box #3441.

Werewolves - I'm still here, but where are
you? Game Master

Glfford Guys - Don't believe everything you
hear. W-P Vault girls are exciting, fun &
terrific! Be our Big Brothers.

Jeffrey T. - Some people just grin &
swallow it...if you're lucky. A coke chaser is
nice...orkoolaidwilldo.

"•Mock Election ***

Sewarbuddy - Joisey Reunion! Who needs
Ocktoberfest with B & S anyway? This
weekend can be sleazside revisited, but
please, no nightmares! Glad you're here,
withdrawal symptoms are tough. Junebug
Sigma PI - Get psyched for happy hour!
Alpha Chi Omega

Ger...We love you.

Capt. Crunch & The Raisin Bran Band
Friday, 6:30, Weaver Hall.
Capt. Crunch Is - Brian, Marshall, Warren,
Steve, Ken, Mike, Kristen, 4 Gina. Come
check us out
Happy 1 Year Anniversary c.p.l Sorry about
Friday night! I'll make it up to you. Can't
wait for Bermuda! Have a great day! Love
ya,Me.

Woody • Did you wear blue? Or did you
wear your gloves?
Leslie - Have you had your B. Brew lately?
Sincerely, One who knows.

Vault Partiers - You're the greatest! I'm so
glad we're friends. 2nd floor rules! Love,
The Silly One.

Rob - Call your parents again. I think they
would love to hear from you (and me!!). AM

The Edicats - Live at Pi Kap.

/

Love, IK
If You See Chris Tammaro on Saturday,
wish him a happy 22nd birthday! (Did I
embarrass you? I tried!) A Secret Admirer

Some PI Kaps can ride a bike & talk at the
same time. Others fall 4 go boom! Way to
go Gary! Love, SG 4 L Eeeks!
Melissa - Have a great birthday! Love,
Sonja.
Hey Brownle-Ownle - Happy b-day baby.
Hope you like this, it's all you're getting.
Love, Your Roomies.
Chip L - Wish we were dose friends again. I
miss your funny voice! Call me if you want to
talk. Kristi
Quad God - Thanks for the adventure on
the 16th floor! Can we do it again?
Shrubs Beware! The Great Gazoo is on the
loose!
Get Into Your Pants with a customized jean
jacket made from old jeans. For information
call Traci, x4849.
Jeff - Will consider a reconciliation without
whisker bum! A.V.
Happy Birthday Scottyt • You're the best
41 love you! Rebecca
First Floor IK'S - Thanks for being there.
Love ya, Deb.
LA - You're not as slick as you think!
Ladles - I'm an introverted, quiet, caring
but lonely guy looking for a potential long-

Hey IK Big Brothers I Better start
drinking now if you plan on winning the keg

term relationship. Ross, P.O.-1304.

drain! Love, IK.

Seeking 1 Sigma Nu - Tall with curly, brown
hair 4 a cleft chin. Send info to Fred Foxx,
Box 5297.

Donna - First a great Rho Chi, now an

Annie Key - Have a great day.

Friday 4 Saturday

Pam - You're doing a great job! Keep it up!

Sponsored By the Student Government
Association, College Republicans 4 Young
Democrats. Today in the main lobby of the
WCC. 9-5 pm.

Kathy "Spaz" - I'm so glad that you're my
Big Sister! Looking forward to a lot of
"smiles" 4 "teddy bears" this year. Love,
ML

Rock the Den

Alpha Gamma Delta - Get psyched for
Gent's night!

Rob - "What's That?" Fall break in the
mountains? I cant waitLLove you, Laura.

Excuse Me World, but today is the day.
Da-nise, Da-nise, Da-nise 0 happy day.
Indulge on your birthday, Ms. Braccia.

Chuck Taylor & The AHstars

IK - Thanks for a great weekend! Sorry I
couldn't join you in wasteland on Tuesday,
Laura. Poppa Scott

Vote Today for the Candidate of Your
Choice!

Tater Tot, Tater Tot, oh Walla Tater Tot.

Theo - Missing you 4 your furriness is
"unbearable". Maggie

awesome IK Big Sister! You're terrific!
Your "Big" Little Sister.

If You Live In a House with a nek-name (Ike
Sickness, Gutter, Greenhouse, etc.), please
call The Breeze at x6127 4 leave your name
4 number for a possible story.

M.A. -1 wasn't asleep! I know what you did.
You aren't "shy" either, are you? Mary

If You Like to Eat Cold Pizza with peanut
butter - let's go to Europe! LB

Sigma Phi Epsilon - Wishes to congratulate
sophomore Amanda Benson on winning our
1st Annual Tuition Giveaway. Donna Harper
from the Office of Student Affairs pulled
the lucky winner Monday afternoon. IOE
will be paying for either Amanda's Tuition,
her Spring break or we'll give her $1200 to
blow on anything she likes. Thank you to
everyone who purchased tickets. Look for it
again next year.

Cath ■ What can I say, buddy? Let's see you
top this - can you get thousands to read
your title?

Kelly Ann - This personal is for you, from
someone who still thinks about you alol Me
Busch Bud - What if...That's scary to think
about, but fun. Living on borrowed time.
We've got tonight-or at least Thursdays.
Wish there were more than 4. Deweys.
Cyndi - Are you really old enough for JMs?
Let's see some I.D.

The Visual Elements of Lysistrata
NEW POLICY FOR PERSONALSEffective 10/30/86, no personals will be
accepted/printed unless a name & phone
number are Included with the personaL This
policy will be strictly enforced. This Is
necessaryJn case a problem arises with the
printing of the personal. Names & phone
numbers will not be printed or given out.
They are needed for Insurance purposes &
are for our records only. We appreciate
your cooperation with this new policy.
Remember • ALWAYS INCLUDE A NAME
& PHONE NUMBER WITH ANY
PERSONAL ADS!
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A ID T"0

The archaeology department employs 25 rock washers, including (from left) junior Anne Betenbaugh, Harrisonburg High

School students Angle Reed and
more Kathy Willis.

Staff photo by ELIZABETH MYERS
Robert Galgano and sopho-

Somebody's gotta do it

Rock washers handle history
By Diane Benevides
staff writer
In the year 2900. when JMU lies under 10 feet of
soil, a boy playing in the dirt discovers an arrowhead
where Shenandoah Hall once stood.
Neo-archaeologists travel miles trr-excavate the
newfound historical goldmine.
One worker finds a notebook, and the
neo-archaeologists quickly zap it with insta preserve
rays and salvage its contents.
Inside the notebook, they find lime sheets with
names of rock washers, and these names mistakenly go
down in the history computer file as great
archaeologists of the 20th century.
Rock washers say this could happen. They make up
bizarre stories to pass the time away while scrubbing
rocks with toothbrushes. Actually the rocks are
valuable artifacts, which the archaeology department
will later analyze and store in the basement of JMU's
Shenandoah HalL

The job is not glamorous.
"It can be a little boring."
boring," savs
says Donna Seifert,
Seifert JMU
IMI l
Archaeology Lab Director. "... but it's a way to get
familiar with artifacts and also a great way to meet all
kinds of people."
Rock washers earn $4 an hour, and 25 are employed,
including JMU undergraduates, JMU graduates, high
school students and local residents.
Although rock washers say the job seems
unimportant and tedious, it is an important step in
analyzing artifacts, and the atmosphere of S tecle House
and the people who work there prevent boredom.
The Steele House, also known as the JMU
Archaeology Lab Research Center, is located on
Warsaw Avenue across the street from JM's Pub &
Deli. The outside of the house looks run-down, and the
inside even more so.
The air in the rock washing room dries the nose,
throat and eyes. Paint layers flake from the walls, and
a thin layer of dust blankets the entire area.

Buckets of mucky water sit under the oversized,
"'led table congesting
coneestine the
the. room.
mnm The
Tiu» buckets
hm*aM serve
«.»<> as
«<
tilted
a substitute for the rusted, clogged sink near the
window.
Rock washers add personal touches to the failing
room. A tape recorder in the corner blares tunes by the
Grateful Dead. Color posters depicting different aspects
of archaeology brighten the walls.
Next to a poster of a tribal warrior from a primitive
society hangs The Fly Chart. This is a tally, kept by
rock washers, which displays the number of flies who
lost their lives in the name of archaeological
frustration in Steele House.
On another wall hangs the rock washers four
commandments. The first one reads. "Make sure small
bags inside a large bag stay together."
The next two tell how to label washed rocks
correctly.
The final ruie says, "Change your water when it is
dirty."

See ROCKS page 15 >
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Rocks

TV

>• (continued from page 14)

Sitting at the table, denim aprons slung over their
torn sweatshirts and faded blue-jeans, the rock washers

While sitting around the table, rock washers
explained their summer in simple terms.
"We dug bodies," senior Beth Seymour says,
scrubbing away at an arrowhead. "You can't put a
highway over a graveyard, so we dug it up."

seem oblivious to their suroundings. They direct their
attention toward conversation.
"People just sitting around talking makes this job
The wide eyes around the table inspire Seymour to
fun," junior Donna Akers says.
continue.
Conversations in the rock washing room usually
"Thie dirt smelled," she says.
includes episodes from what rock washers call "the
Because of possible grave robberies, once a graveyard
dig," since some students who collected artifacts last
is
opened, even if it is necessary to work under
summer now wash them.
floodlights
at night, the site cannot be left unattended
JMU was under contract last summer to remove
until
the
excavation
is completed, Seymour explains.
materials from sites in Chesterfield County, just
southwest of Richmond, for the Virginia Department
Some relatives of one of the deceased were present,
of Highways and Transportation, says Dr. Clarence apparently looking for a ring, she says, but only
Geier, director of JMU archaeology.
buckles from shoes and copper pieces — nothing of
Geier says the sites held information that was real monetary value — turned up.
important to understanding the history of Chesterfield.
"It was our responsibility to test the site, to identify
One baby's remains had a copper hair clip attatched
those portions of the site that do house this important
to the skull. Amazingly, the chemicals from the
information, and recover it archaeologically so that copper preserved one fine strand of brown hair, which
information to the community at large would not be was more than a hundred years old.
lost when the highway was built."
Seymour's story challenges others who had been on
With titles like "Hot Tub," "Sauna" and "Tick
"the dig" to come up with interesting anecdotes, and it
Palace," the name students give each site not only
indentifies bags of artifacts but also describes the isn't long before sophomore Britt Sullivan grins and
says, "Remember when we used to pick up artifacts
working conditions of the areas.
and guess what they did with them before we put them
"Pretty much [in accordance] with the frustrations of
in the bag? We would pick up one and say things like,
things they [workers] had to put up with, the sites
This is what they used to hit their kids over the head
came to have their own names, and while some of
with.'"
them will probably never go into print, it kind of
The field was not the only place where Sullivan had
serves as a release," Geier says. "You come to know
the site, it has an identity, and it just ultimately a good time over the summer.
"The people in Chesterfield hated us," she said. "We
inherits a name."

went into restaurants dressed like motley Dead heads,
all covered with dirt, and we would say that we were
archaeologists and scientists who just came from the
field. It was cool."
A girl at the corner of the table speaks up after
hearing a few accounts.
"I thought it was neat to find an artifact. It seemed
like I was the first one to touch it since that Indian or
whoever made it hundreds of years ago," 18-year-old
Angie Reed says.
West says, "Yeah, I remember the first time another
guy found a point [arrowhead], and everyone got
excited and started digging really fast. They wanted to
find something too."
Geier says students get excited about working in the
field because "it's more visible, flashier, and easier to
see, but simply gathering the articles isn't where it
stops."
The artifacts will be studied carefully over the next
two years to create a picture of the human activities
that took place at each site.
"Although it might not seem important, washing
rocks is a very important step in this process," Geier
says.
Yet not many rock washers are willing to admit their
occupation.
"I never tell my friends what I really do," Sullivan
says. "I'll tell them I cleanse articles with technical
tools or something before I'll admit I wash rocks."
"Our resumes will say that we were lab technicians
in research for the archaeology department at JMU,"
Akers says, "but really we're at the rock bottom of the
totem pole."

'On the Brink' back on its feet

Modern dance concert opens tonight
staff writer

because of Trammel's injury and lost
rehearsal time, but because of funds
already spent for publicity.

The Department of Theater and Dance
will premier "On the Brink," a modem
dance concert starring faculty members
Cynthia Thompson and Kate Trammel
tonight at 8 p.m. in Latimer-Shaeffcr
Theatre.

"We were really glad that we were
able to reschedule the concert, though,"
Thompson said. "We are looking
forward to it with a mixture of
excitement, fear, and anticipation."

By Terrl Hickman

"On the Brink" consists of three duets
by Thompson and Trammel — each
choreographed by different artiste, two
solos choreographed and performed by
Thompson and Trammel respectively
and one premier trio choreographed by
guest artist Carol Childs and performed
by Childs, Thompson and Trammel.

Thompson and Trammel have been
working together for four years and
have done two previous duet concerts.
They have been working on this show
since last May.
One of the highlights of their concert
is the work they do with guest
performers.

"This concert is the most important
thing to us professionally," Thompson
said. "It gives us a chance to show our
own professional work to an audience
and to define our relationship to the
audience, which is different than the
work we do in the classroom."

The choreography for the six pieces is
varied. It is labeled modern dance but
encompasses a wide range of influences
— from folk to ballet to country.
"That's the incredible thing about
modern dance — there are limitless
possibilites," Thompson said.

Dance faculty members Kate Trammel (left) and Cynthia Thompson have done two previous duet concerts.

"On the Brink" was supposed to
premier in early September, but was
postponed when Trammel suffered a
broken toe just before opening night.
The show took a setback, not only

Trammel added, "Our works are
theatrical points of view, rather than
just dances. We like to show our
humorous points of view and
personalities in our work, as well."

After the "On the Brink" concerts,
which will run tonight through
Saturday, Thompson and Trammel will
continue to work on chreography for
their performance in the "Monday Night

Staff photo by STEVE EATON

at the Nationals" series Jan. 12 at the
National Theatre in Washington, D.C.
Admission for "On the Brink" is $2
with JMU ID tonight and $3 Friday and
Saturday.
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REVIEW

By Dawn Brooks
staff writer

s

Artworks by Scott
Miller
Artworks Gallery
"There are no titles."
The sign posted in Artworks Gallery
in Zirkle House states the philosophy
of art student Scott Miller.
"Since there are no titles," the notice
continues, "the viewer has less of a clue
as to what the piece actually represents.
This forces the viewer to work harder to
perceive what an image or object might
contain in terms of meaning."
Hard work and concentration were
indeed prerequisites for an understanding
of Miller's work. Stark silhouettes of
barren trees and vegetation line the far
wall. In a photo negative, a rectangular
overlay reverses the positive and
negative useage, interrupting a view of
a desolate landscape.
The effect is a reversed image on
acetate being placed between two glass
frames. Miller explained.
Using a black marker, the artist
captures a mirror image of the row of
trees, but again reverses the roles of
black and white. A triangular overlay
offers a different perspective, depicting a

closeup of the tree trunks in the midst
of the scene.
"I'd like people to leave thinking
about different ways to look at
something," Miller said. "Like my trees
... I want them to impose their own
views on it."
Nature seems to hold a fascination for
the artist, as is evidenced by his large
sculpture works, which utilize
biomorphic shapes and a mixture of
natural and man-made mediums.
The first work, made of wood, steel
and cattle teeth, demands that viewers
circle it for a more complete
understanding. The hinged jaw is
capable of movement and is weighted
by wire and a smooth wooden block.
The jaw is almost skull-like at first
glance, but as viewers circle the piece,
the texture and curving lines of the
wood appear full and fleshy; they seem
to imply life more than death.
Following the theme of man and
nature. Miller's largest exhibit baffled
many viewers. A tree trunk is mounted
on a metal tripod, and on top is an
ordinary cup and saucer. The intrigue,
however, is found in several ominous
teeth projecting from the base of the
wood.
The most quiet and shadowed chalk
works in Miller's exhibit exuded the
same power as the larger pieces. The

partially hidden nude torsos and profiles
seem to echo, like the sculptures,
Miller's reliance on biomorphic shapes
seen in the harsh clarity of man-made
light.
The artist admits to a unique
perspective, and offers his own
philosophy concerning his work:
"There's a lot to be said for
hallucinations. They're not quite as
boring or staid, and reality can be dull."

Artworks by Angela
Tao
The Other Gallery
In The Other Gallery, Angela Tao
offers a similar viewpoint with regard
to audience response, but she uses very
different mediums.
Quiet paper collages in pastel colors
line the walls, as well as pen and ink
sketches, wood block prints and
linoprints.
Tao's linoprint entitled "Writer's
Block" depicts the enlarged rings of a
spiral-bound notebook. The deep black
of the ink throws the rings into sharp
relief, attracting viewers' attention. The
eye is drawn upward and off the page,
following a sharp, uneven wave pattern
from the edge of the notebook.

JMU HEALTH AWARENESS

• (703) 433-5656
785 East Market Street, Harrisonburg, VA 22801

WHEN: NOV. 15,1986
AT 11:30

Lisa Milam
manager

Run 3 miles, Biks 6 miles, Swim 1/4 mil*

LET US ARRANGE YOUR NEXT TRIP
AT NO EXTRA COST

There will be Individual competition by age group and sex.
There will also be team competition-each Individual will complete
one of the three evenls comprising the triathalon.

MAKE PLANS NOW: 'THANKSGIVING
'CHRISTMAS 'SPRING
BREAK

FREE T-SHIRT
TROPHIES!

Airline Tickets
Cruises
Tours

Pre-reglstratlon fee. $5.00, $8.00 day of race
Deadline: Oct. 31.1986
Checks payable: Eta Sigma Gamma
Send to: Lisa Jones
P.O. 2092
X4896
'Maps of the trail are available at JMU Student Union Information Desk
REGISTRATION FORM
Phone:

Address:

Shlrtsize:

S

M

L

D Mole □ -25
□
Female

□

26-40

□

41-

MaleTeam □

FemaleTecm

NOW THAT YOU'RE
GRADUATING
SHOW SOME CLASS
Don't Forget Vbur Matching Envelopes!

kinko's

GROUP COMPETITION (No age categories):
D

Hotels
Car Rentals
All major credit cards accepted

Impress potential employers with your good taste.
Kink.. s has High Quality Resume Caper In a wide
assortment or colon and textures, al prices that
appeal to your good business sense.

Check the appropriate boxes;
INDIVIDUAL COMPETmON:

Zirkle House Hours —
Mon.-Thurs. Noon-5 p.m., Fri.-Sat.
Noon-4 p.m.

Friendship Travel

TRIATHALON

Name:

A second print, done in wood block,
portrays a streaked, abstract form that
utilizes positive and negative space
admirably; the viewer is attracted by the
contrast and held by the subject. On
close inspection, the dejected and
fatigued figure of a man appears in
shadow. "I didn't title this work," Tao
said. "I just wanted to evoke a feeling
of sadness."
A textured and emotionally charged
study of two works was included in
Tao's exhibit; the former in ink and the
latter in pencil. Entitled "Scarecrow
#1," the ink sketch of a shadowed,
hollow-eyed figure is done in harsh,
sharp strokes and posesses a patchwork
quality.
A softer effect is depicted in
"Scarecrow #2," and the more blurred
lines of the pencil reflect a softer
shadow.
The studies weren't planned, Tao said,
but "just happened to come out some
way" when she was working to achieve
a different texture.
"I title things from my feelings when
I'm creating them. I'd like everyone to
come up with their own
interpretations."

□ MbcedTeam

1010 South Main
' 433-9287
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Play shows life on both sides of bars
By Pam Wiley

scenes arc going on simultaneously —
one in the present and one in the past.

features editor
"I seen lots worse than you," says
Ruby, a waitress and ex-convict to her
neighbor, a young woman jusl out of
prison.
"I been lots worse," the woman
replies.
"Getting Out," a play in two acts,
which opens tonight in the JMU
Experimental Theatre, is about not only
getting out, but dealing with life on the
outside after being in prison.
The play's principle character, Arlene,
played by junior Chrissie McDonald,
has just been released from an Alabama
prison after serving eight years for
second-degree murder.
"Getting Out" is set in 1974 in
Louisville, Ky. The action takes place
in a one-room apartment in a bad
section of town, where Arlene has
settled to start her new life.
But she finds she has been followed
by her past, by the person she used to
be—the person she resolved was dead.
Arlie, played by junior Lora Sulg, is
that person — the little girl with the
incestuous father, the teenage prostitute
in a juvenile detention center and the
angry prison inmate.
Director Brian Bolt, a junior, said he
originally considered this play because

AFTER

These scenes that tie Arlene's past to
her present emphasize her struggle to
lose her past and start over as someone
new. In addition to recurring memories,
Arlene must deal with people who have
known her for a long time — people
who call her by her old nickname, and
do not believe she has changed — her
mother and Carl, her former pimp.
"She's constantly pounded," Bolt said.
"These people that come into her life
don't accept her as Arlene. She wants
more than anything to be accepted as
Arlene, as a new person."
Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON

In "Getting Out," junior Chrissie McDonald (left) plays a woman
who cannot forget her past.
of it's playwright
"I knew Marsha Norman wrote 'Night
Mother,' and I knew that was a Pulitzer
Prize-winning play. I sort of stumbled
across this play and read it and liked it"
Bolt said the set, designed by senior
Lee Kennedy, contrasts Arlene's past
and present in its design. The apartment
is flanked by an elevated prison cell and
a narrow room in which the memory

scenes take place.
These areas are painted and sparsely
furnished in grey, black and white. The
apartment is painted a dingy yellow and
contains a shabby mattress and rusty
appliances.
Arlie moves from one space to
another in a grey prison dress,
unnoticed by the other characters.
Several times during the play, two

Bolt said the coordination of the
scenes from the past and present and the
production of the play in general
proved difficult for both him and the
cast, but he invited the challenge.
"I guess I wanted to try something
difficult. What's the point in trying if
you don't have to try hard?"
"Getting Out" will be presented
tonight through Saturday, at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 2 p.m. in JMU Experimental
Theatre on Main Street Admission is
$2.50.

HOURS
THURSDAY

FRIDAY

MUSIC
Sorority Bash — JM's Pub & Deli,
$1 cover charge.
Disc Jockey — Players, Ladies Night, no cover
charge for ladies, $1 for men.
TR3 — Calhoun's, $3 cover charge.
Sparkplugs — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover charge.
Wolf man — Belle Meade, $3 cover charge.
Maxims — Club Thursday (student talent),
Phillips Center, 9 p.m. to 12 p.m.
Octubafsst — Wilson Hall, 8 p.m.

MUSIC.
'
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, $1 cover charge.
Sugar Hollow — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $3
cover charge.
Rsv. Billy Wlrtz — Calhoun's, $3 cover charge.
Whlsksy Crssk — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover
charge.
Crooked Run — Little Grill, $2.50 cover charge.
Ice Fury — Scotland Yard, cover charge
not available.
DJ — Belle Meade, $3 cover charge.
Octubafsst — Wilson Hall, 8 p.m.

MOVIES
Deadly Friend (R)— Roth Theatres, 7:15 p.m.
and 9:05 p.m.
Crocodile Dundss (PG 13 ) — Roth Theatres,
7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
Tough Guys (PG) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m.
and 9:15 p.m.
Top Gun (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
The Boy Who Could Fly (PG) — Valley Mall
Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., and
730 p.m.
Ruthless People (R) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 3:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Jumping Jack Flash (R) —Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.,
7:35 p.m. and 9:35 p.m.
Chopping Mall (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and
9:30 p.m.
Oxford Blues — Grafton Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m.
COMEDY
Comedy Zone — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $4
cover charge.

SATURDAY
MUSIC
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, $1 cover charge.
Rick Harris and Scott Murray — Calhoun's,
$2 cover change.
Sugar Hollow — Scruples, S3 cover charge.
JC Craun and Good To Go — Gandy Dancer,
$3 cover charge.
DC Star — Scotland Yard, cover charge not
available.
Overdrive — Belle Meade, $3 cover charge.
MOVIES

MOVIES
Deadly Frlsnd (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:15 p.m.
and 9:05 p.m.
Crocodile Dundee (PG 13) — Roth Theatres, 7
p.m. and 9 p.m.
Tough Guys (PG) — Roth Theatres. 7:30 p.m.
and 9:15 p.m.
Peggy Sue Got Married (PG 13) — Valley Mall
Roth Theates, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30
p.m., 725 p.m. and 925 p.m.
Trick Or Treat (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m.
and 9:35 p.m.
Ruthless People (R) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 3:30 p.m. and 930 p.m.
Jumping Jack Flash (R) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.,
7:35 p.m. and 9:35 p.m.
Chopping Mall (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres.
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m.
Rocky Horror Picture Show — Phillips Center
Ballroom, 10 p.m. and midnight.

Crocodile Dundss (PG 13)— Roth Theatres. 2
p.m., 7p.m. and9p.m.
Deadly Frlsnd (R) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m..
7:15 p.m. and 9:05 p.m.
Tough Guys (PG) — Roth Theatres. 7:30 p.m.
and 9:15 p.m.
Peggy Sue Got Married (PG 13) — Valley Mall
Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m.
725 p.m. and 925 p.m.
Trick or Treat (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres.
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m. and
9:35 p.m.
Ruthless Psople (R) —Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 3:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Jumping Jack Flash (R) —Valley Mall Roth
Theatres. 1:30p.m.. 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:35
p.m. and 9:35 p.m.
Chopping Mall (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m.. 530 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and
930 p.m.
Pee Wee's Big Adventure (PG) — Grafton
Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
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Booming
JMU punter kicks way to top of ECAC standings
By Sonny Dearth

assistant sports editor

He enjoys hitting footballs, but not people who
carry them.
He isn't aggressive, but he is one of the Dukes' top
defensive weapons.
To JMU's John Druiett, the often-lonely role of
punting was his ticket into Division I-AA college
football.
"I knew in high school that I didn't have the size, to
play any other position," Druiett said. "I had to pick a
position I could excel at."
And excel he has. The 5-foot-ll, 181-pound junior
has improved to the point where he now ranks first in
the Eastern College Athletic Association [ECAC]
I-AA statistics with an average of 41."5 yards per punt.
Druiett credits not only hard work and dedication for
his achievements, but also the support of his punting
coach, Herky Billings, and father, John, Sr.
"In some instances people become successful
because of the people around them," Druiett said. "I'm
no exception, not that I'm building mountains or
anything."
But Druiett has been one of the biggest building
blocks for a JMU team that has a decepetively low 2-4
record.
Billings has much faith in his punter. "He's a
fantastic young man and a conscientious worker," he
said, "The last two years he's done a great job for us."
Druiett also realizes he can still improve.
"I think I have pretty good strength in my leg,"
Druiett said. "What I have to work on is my
technique."
Billings agreed with Druiett's assessment.
"I still don't think he's reached his full potential as a
punter," he said. "He is definitely worthy of a pro
try out if he irons out some of his technique
problems."
) Druiett said he has worked to the point where he
kicks after two-and-a-half steps.
"Coach Billings has really worked with me on that
over the years," said Druiett about his fundamentals.
'It takes a lot to be there like he is. I couldn't thank
him enough if I tried."
Druiett said his brother also helped assist his efforts
to become a collegiate punter, snapping balls to him
for two years in the off-season.
"I've come from a real good family," Druiett said.
Druiett came to JMU after watching the Dukes play
against Virginia in 1983.
'It was something about seeing them down there on
the field, [seeing] their intensity," Druiett said.
He followed in the wake of two Stafford High
punters who had both received Atlantic Coast
Conference scholarships for their efforts.
He punted for the Dukes' junior varsity squad his
freshman year and made the varsity team his second
year, averaging 39 yards per punt.
^
It can get nerve-wracking waiting to kick, so how
does Druiett handle the pressure?
1 stay in the game on the sidelines and kick. I come

Staff photo by ELIZABETH MYERS
JMU punter John Druiett Is leading the ECAC In punting with an averaae of 41 5
yards per kick.
"
off and ask (other JMU kickers) what I should change,"
Druiett said. "Every time you go out there you have to
prepare like they're coming (to block the kick)."
When he comes on the field for his kick, Druiett said
he "forgets about everything. I just try to think about
hitting it as hard as I can, just hitting the daylights out
of it."
Druiett doesn't believe statistics tell the true value of
a punter.
"It all evens out, I feel that any time a punter can
put the other team inside the 10 or 15 (yard line)
that's as good as a 45 or 50-yarder.

Punters and kickers are a dime a dozen. You've got
to forget about the stats and play for the team."
Druiett gave much credit to his teammates.
"Danny Kobosko, my snapper, and the punt
coverage have done a great job this year. They held the
(average) return to two yards last year. If I punt it bad,
they're still out there to cover."
Druiett eventually hopes to land a professional
punting job as a walk-on.
"I'd like a shot at the pros. When I was in high
school, I thought, hell, if I stick with it, something
might go my way."
So far, one could say it has.
;

-Ill
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Indian quarterback excels on and off field
By John Aronoff
staff writer

In a time where the term
"student-athlete" often means
"athlete-student" in order of priority, the
College of William and Mary can be
proud knowing Ken Lambiotte
exemplifies the model for which the
phrase was originally coined.
Between study break's this fall, the
6-foot-4 senior quarterback from
Woodstock has helped pass the
third-ranked Indians to a 6-0 start,
entering this Saturday's game with
William and Mary at JMU Stadium.
Lambiotte's numbers reinforce his
value to the team. He has completed
over 60 percent of his passes, and
accoutned for 267 yards total offense
per game. Those figures ranked him
eighth nationally in passing efficiency
and sixth nationally for his total
offense per game.
But there is more to this multi-faceted
talent than what shows up Saturday
behind a football helmet. It is evident
that Lambiotte has nothing to hide.
After football season, when most
players hang up their pads and
concentrate on being full-time students,
Lambiotte swaps jerseys to play
starting power forward for the Tribe's
basketball team. He returns this season
as the team's leading scorer.
Off the playing field, Lambiotte's
exploits are equally impressive. Last
spring the mathematics major earned a
4.0 GPA which, coupled with his
athletic performance, adds up to a
candidate for Academic All-American.
Plenty of attention was thrust on
Lambiotte during his high school days
as well. The recruiting process can be a
strenuous time for a high school
student, and Lambiotte was no different.

PROFILE

William and Mary
Indians
Location: Williamsburg, Va.
Enrollment: 4,500
Conference: Independent

1985 record: 7-4
1986 record: 6-0
Head coach: Jimmye Laycock
Laycock's record: 35-37
Last week: Beat Delaware 24-18
Series record: W&M leads 6-1
Basic offense: I
Basic defense: 4-3

Photo courtesy of William and Mary sports information

William and Mary quarterback Ken Lambiotte enters Saturday's game with JMU as the eighth
ranked passer In Division l-AA.
During his senior year at Central and Mary among others.
he "wasn't enjoying (the school's
High School, Lambiotte was besieged
His first choice was the University of program) as far as college athletics were
with basketball and football scholarship Virginia, where he played hoops for concered," so he contacted Jimmye
offers from some of the finest schools two years under head coach Terry Laycock, William and Mary's head
in the East. They included schools like Holland before transferring to William football coach. Laycocke offered him a
Virginia, Duke, Maryland, Old and Mary. After playing in only 25 scholarship, and his fortunes have
Dominion, Virginia Tech and William games for the Cavaliers, Lambiotte felt since become brighter.
Lambiotte won the starting job at
quarterback this season on a team where
passing yards double rushing yards.
What makes it ironic, is that with the
JMU will face its second nationally ninth touchdown pass of the season
exception of a brief appearance in a
ranked opponent in as many weeks
against the Mountaineers, leaving him game last season, he had not played
when it entertains third-ranked and one short of the school record for
organized football since his senior year
unbeaten William and Mary.
touchdown passes in a season. Green
in high school.
The Dukes are coming off a would have been the top-ranked
So far, the offense has responded,
heartbreaking 21-20 loss to sixth-ranked Division I-AA passer in the nation last scoring an average of 33.5 points per
week, but he didn't have enough
Appalachian State. The defeat came on
game. But Lambiotte quickly adds that
a 34-yard field goal by the passing attempts to meet the minimum
everyone has to click before the system
Mountaineers' Bjom Nittmo, the second NCAA standard of 15 per game.
can work.
Senior linebacker Dean McCullough
time this season JMU has lost on a
"Coach Laycock doesn't just
led the Dukes with IS tackles last
last-second kick.
concentrate on one person's abilities,"
week, the fifth time in six games he he said. "He tries to get the most out
Senior fullback Warren Marshall
continues to pile up records. With his has done so. McCullough is JMU's
of all his players."
two touchdowns against Appalachian team leader in tackles with 89 and also
Much of the credit for Lambiotte's
State, the Dukes' all-time leading rusher has an interception and a fumble
development at quarterback is attributed
set team career records for points scored recovery.
to Laycock, an offensive-minded coach,
William and Mary is led by
with 164 and touchdowns with 27. He
who before coming to William and
also moved into fourth place on the quarterback Ken Lambiotte, the
Mary, was offensive coordinator at
all-time Virginia collegiate Division I eighth-ranked passer in Division I-AA, Clemson. At Clemson he helped to
rushing list with 3,443 yards and and running back Michael Clcmons.
elevate Steve Fuller (now with the
remained eighth on the all-time The Indians picked up their sixth
Chicago Bears) to NFL status.
Division I-AA rushing list.
straight victory with a 24-18 win over
Quarterback Eric Green threw his Delaware last week.
See QUARTERBACK page 22 >
.".V V-
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JIFFY 66 & MARKET
Port Republic Road
Welcome all Port Rd. & JMU Residents
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Coors Reg/Lt. bltte
White Mntn. Cooler
Coors Qts Reg/ Lt
Busch/ Natl. Lt. btte
Wlliansopk
Busch Qts

$4.99
S5.49
$5.39

Coors reg. 12 pk.
Bud 12pkcans
Strohs&Lt. 15pk
Busch / Nat-it. "
Suitcase

$2.59
$2.19
99c
$2.09
$2.59
99c

LONGNECKS
Old Mil
Coors
Coors Lt.

$9.65 dep.
$11.20 dtp.
$11.20 dep.

Busch
Bud

$8.49 dep
$11.20 dep

Must have valid driver's license for alcohol
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KEGS
Coors 1/240.00 1/4 22.50
Bud 1/2 40.50 1/4 25.50
Old Mil 1/2 31.00 1/4 18.00
Busch 1/2 31.001/4 20.50

Schaeffer 1/2 25.00
Bull 1/2 35.00
StrohsLt. 1/2 27.00
Michelob 1/2 44.50 1/4 28.50
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Milk 1 gal. $1.99
Fountain Coke 46oz 79c
Cigarettes Reg. 7.49 100's 7.49
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Dr. Pepper. Mt. Dew 16pk 16oz NR $1.99
Sandwiches, magazines, ice. party supplies

:: 1 tlLJ-nrr

KFUWS

THE PHILLIPS 66 ACROSS FROM HO-JOS
433-8559
.1.1.1.1 .r.i. 1.1.1,

A GOOD VALUE
MADE BETTER:

SURVIVAL KIT

ihc LEADING EDGE MODEL "D"
0 IBM Compatible
0 Dual Double-Sided Double-Dcnsily
Disk Drives
0 512K expandable to 768K on
Motherboard
o Four Open Expansion Slots
(i High-resolution Monochrome Monitor
o Parallel and Serial Ports
11 Fifteen Month Warranty
0 Lifetime Toll-free Technical Support

433-2300
433-3111
31 Miller Circle

22 Terri Dr.

Retail $1295
JMt price $1145
or $33.04 per month
Now at a special price for students, faculty and staff of JMU only. Come
see the Leading Edge Model "D" at our new satellite location at the
Anderson Brothers Bookstore. A Dynabyte representative is available
every Thursday.
Dynahyie-serving the needs or James Madison University.
17% APR approved credit, 48 mo. Prices do not include tax and arc subject to
change without notice.

DYNABYT
Computer Products

Headquarters:
Charlottesville, Va.
804-296-7560

A.

HADING (DGS
AUTHOBIZ£D MIAIL DiAlEB

1820 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, Va.
(in Anderson Bros.)

Hours:
Open daily for lunch at 11am
Open until 1am Sun -Thurs
Open until 2am Fn & Sat
Ou' driven carry lets man $2000
Limited delivery area

Liters of
Coke!

DELIVERS
4 1986 Domino's Pun. Inc

Get a coid one-liter bottle of
Coke or diet Coke and two
Domino's Pizza stadium
cups. All this for only 25*
with any pizza purchase.
Order limit: 2 one-liter
bottles with a large pizza.
and 1 one-liter bottle with
a small pizza.
NO COUPON NECESSARY
Offer good thru the
month of October, 1986,
at the Harrisonburg
locations only.
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Bells could toll disaster for tennis foes
By TerrI Hickman
staff writer

When JMU men's tennis coach Jack Arbogast
introduces the Dukes' lineup before matches, confusion
often reigns.
For the team has not one, but two Bells that make
fear ring loudly in the ears of opponents.
Sophomore JMU tennis players Lee and Carl Bell
have an interesting relationship. Friends both on and
off the courts,, they share common interests and goals.
They are not related, though they are often mistaken
to be brothers becuase of their similar appearance,
especially concerning height. Both check in at over
six feet tall.
Lee and Carl will play numbers two and three,
respectively, for a JMU team that will travel to
Williamsburg today in hopes of regaining the Colonial
Athletic Association tournament title it lost to Navy
last season.
In their last tournament of the fall season, the Dukes
figure to slug it out with host William and Mary,
Navy and Richmond for the team title, and the Bells
Staff photos by STEVE EATON
will be a key factor in that effort.
Lee Bell
Lee and Carl both have been in the tennis world Carl Bell
since childhood. Each played his first tournament
The "Bell boys," as they are often called, are part of
Lee won the Virginia AAA state championship for
before the age of 12 and continued junior tournament
a
group
that has very little difference in playing skill
Oakton in 1984, while Carl took the A A crown at
play until they entered JMU.
from
positions
one through six.
With all of these junior tournaments, it isn't hard to Mills Godwin in 1985.
Lee
realizes
just how much balance the Dukes'
At JMU, both showed flashes of brilliance in their
guess where the Bell combination first shared a room.
squad
shows.
"During the '85 National Indoor Championships in freshman seasons. Lee reached the finals of the
"Everybody on the team here is basically even,
Dallas, Texas, Carl and I roomed together for the first Virginia state number three flight championship,
though,
talent-wise," he said. "Coach Arbogast
time," Lee said. "We were discussing which colleges while Carl finished the season as the Dukes' number changes our sccdings from match to match, depending
had offered us scholarships, and JMU came up. That's two player.
But injuries marred their play in the state college on how we play in practices and previous matches."
when we decided that if we both came here, we would
tournamenLjast weekend in Norfolk. Lee lost in the Off the court, Lee and Carl often socialize together,
room together."
since their schedules are so much alike.
Both Lee and Carl achieved national United States gjiarietfinals at number two singles and Carl was
Lee said, "It's good having a roommate that plays
Tennis Association national rankings, the best being defeated in the semifinals at third singles.
Lee had been troubled by a knee injury and the flu, the same sport, because there arc never any conflicts
Lee's top 50 ranking in the 16-and-undcr category.
while
Carl has had troubles with tendinitis in his right that way, where time is concerned.
They faced each other across the net many times,
"If we have a team match early on a Saturday
[serving]
shoulder.
with perhaps Lee's 6-2, 6-4 victory in the state
morning, neither of us has to worry about the other
Lee
and
Carl
not
only
room
together,
but
they
have
16-and-under semifinals in 1983 being the most
played doubles together for most of their JMU careers. staying up all night partying in the room, since we
important
They won the Colonial Athletic Association second both do the same thing.
Each was consistently ranked in the top 10 of the
"Sure, we get on each other's nerves at times, but
Mid-Atlantic junior rankings and had outstanding high flight championship last fall, though their ill health
basically
we get along well."
has hurt their results this season.
school careers.
*

Hockey team prepares to face top-ranked Tar Heels
By Thomas Bergeron
staff writer

The lOth-ranked JMU field hockey team will face
its toughest challenge of the season when it takes
on top-ranked North Carolina tonight at JMU
Stadium. Head coach Dee McDonough hopes that
this year's game against the Tar Heels will be
nothing like last year's contest, when the Dukes
were crushed 6-1 in Chapel Hill.
But last year's team wasn't as experienced as this
year's squad and it was not playing at home. For
these reasons, McDonough feels optimistic about
her team's chances in tonight's game.
"I think the game is going to be a lot closer than
people think," said McDonough confidently. "We
have the experience this year. It's good that we arc
meeting at the end of the year because we have so
much experience now. We have faced all sorts of
pressures throughout the year, so we should be
ready."
Last year the team had to play after a long bus trip
N

to Chapel Hill. This year, UNC will have to make
the long trip.
"Not only will they have to make the trip,"
McDonough said, "they will have to play in front of
our fans and whenever you can have people in the
stands cheering you on, that helps."
Despite Jier optimism, McDonough still knows
that UNC is the heavy favorite in the game.
"I think they are the best team," she said. "They
are the fastest and have the most experience. To
beat them would be an upset. To beat them we have
to be ready to play."
In last year's contest, McDonough felt her team
was not mentally in the game in the beginning.
"Last year they got off to a quick start, we
weren't ready to play," she said. "They had three
goals in the first 15 minutes and once they get a
couple of goals, their speed and experience makes
them tough to beat"
Playing defensively in the opening minutes to
combat against a quick UNC start may seem like a

logical game plan, McDonough however, will have
her team do the opposite.
JMU will not go away from their style of play attacking the opponent with an offense that has
outshot its opponents 533-182 in its first 17
games.
"We have to play our game," McDonough
stressed. "We have to be consistent on offense,
make good passes and take smart shots. When we
get possesion we need to control the ball and keep
advancing, we ran't back up, we have to move the
ball forward."
Besides that, McDonough feels that JMU must
make sure a repeat of last year's opening does not
happen. "We have to keep them from scoring in the
first 15 minutes, we can't start in a hole again," she
said.
UNC is one of two nationally ranked teams that
JMU will face as the Dukes attempt to become one
See HOCKEY page 22 >
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REPORT

ANNOUNCEMENTSSKATING- A free skating night at
Skatetown USA will be held tonight
from 7:30-10 p.m.
TABLE TENNIS- The intramural
tournament begins Sunday. Check
the Godwin bulletin board for match
times and opponents.
SOCCER- There will be an officials
clinic Oct. 27 at 5 p.m. in Godwin
205.

Hockey
>• (Continued from page 21)

of 12 teams chosen to play in the
NCAA tournament.
This weekend, JMU will play road
games against Southwest Missouri
State and Eastern Kentucky before
taking on 15th-ranked Boston College
on Nov. 3. The team will return home
to play in the South Atlantic
Conference championships on Nov.
A
7-9.
McDonough feels that these games
will be the key to JMU getting into the
NCAA tournament. "We have to play

well the rest of the season to have a
chance at getting a bid. It probably
won't matter what the score is against
North Carolina as long as wc play
well."
Playing well is something the Dukes
did not do Tuesday afternoon in College
Park, Maryland against the Terrapins,
as Maryland downed JMU 5-1.
"I think we were looking ahead to the
North Carolina game," McDonough
said. "Everybody kept thinking about
North Carolina all week instead of
worrying about Maryland."

. The loss is especially detrimental to
the Dukes' chances of getting an NCAA
bid because Maryland was a team they
felt they could beat.
"Statistically we felt that we were a
better team than
Maryland,"
McDonough said.
"They have
struggled against teams we've beaten
soundly. We just didn't play field
hockey as a team and wc have to do that
to win.
"We've slipped up once all year and
that was [Tuesday]. We can't slip
anymore."

Quarterback

AEROBICS- Sessions will not be
>• (Continued from page 19)
held Oct. 31.
Before Lambiotte's arrival, Stan
NOTE: A Championship Division Yagiello smashed all of the school's
representative meeting will be held career passing records during his
at 5:30 p.m. Oct. 29 in Godwin 205. four-year tenure before giving way to
Lambiotte.
RESULTSLambiotte would like to play pro
football upon graduation, but it is not
MEN'S RUGBY- The JMU A-side imperative. He is also considering the
team lost to Frederick 6-4.
possibility of graduate school or
Jim Mountain, who received a immediate employment in his related
serious neck injury in a rugby field.
practice last year, attended the
For the Lambioites, playing sports is
game and is making steady a family affair. His father, Richard,
progress.
starred in basketball at the University of

Richmond and his brother Walker is
currently preparing for his sophomore
basketball season at North Carolina
State.
The competitive spirit between
Walker and Ken at home was nothing
unusual for two brothers growing up
together.
"We had a natural rivalry that I'm sure
most brothers have," according to Ken,
whose parents now live in
Williamsburg.
Keeping a rigorous schedule in
perspective is tough for most any
college student, but considering all the
demands placed on Lambiotte, he keeps

his life in relative order.
"Sometimes there's a lot of pressure
and I try nc« to think about it," he said.
"There's just not a lot of time available
(to let up).
"I have to study whenever I can
because playing a sport requires a lot of
time and discipline."
Some of the potential pressure was
relieved by his wife Joanne, who
Lambiotte married last December.
"We're really happy together which
helps with all the things I have going."
How do you define the consumate
student-athlete? Ask Ken Lambiotte, if
you can track him down.

Shoot Yourself!

What is Bluestone Shoot Yourself?
Any photo you and your friends or any
group, wants to pose for with a clever.
funny or unique idea behind it.

Rules:
SHOOT YOURSELF APPLICATION
1. A yearbook photographer will set up the camera, and
enter/focus/prepare for the shot. However, someone in the picture must
actually pull the release cord to shoot the picture.
2. When applying, you must present an idea for the photo and a
place and time must be tentatively set. Pictures can be taken Nov.
3-7, 1986.
3. No obscene/vulgar photographs will be printed. The Bluestone
*
staff reserves the right to define obscenity as they see fit, and to
censor accordingly.
4.Pictures may include as many participants as you like- but all
photos must include JMD students and/or faculty t staff members.
5.Applications must reach the Bluestone office by Wednesday, Oct.29
1986 to be eligible.
6. Andrea Neilan, Features Editor, will contact all entrants to confirm
shooting dates and places by Sunday Nov. 2, 1986.
7.The Bluestone staff will judge all photos and pick a 1st, 2nd, and
3rd place winner to be recognized in the 1987 Bluestone. Honorable
Mention will also be recognized

Person to be contacted —___
Shoot Yourself Idea
No.

of Participants

Tentative date & time
for photo to be taker
Send to:

Andrea Neilan
Campus Mail
c/o Bluestone
P.O.Box M27

Must be submitted by Wednesday Oct.

29

_
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DOUBLE COUPONS
SUPER FRESH
FOOD MARKETS

„

The freshest way f6 Save . . .

AAP

FIRST OF THE SEASON* 1 50 SIZE

ALL MEAT FRANKS

1 b

c

FLORIDA TANGERINES6 1.00

97

VIRGINIA-HOME GROWN FLAVOR AT A HOMt TOWN PRICE -~ SIZE

PREMIUM'HIGH IN VITAMINS

RED DELICIOUS APPLES a 99°

CALIFORNIA BROCCOLI , 59*

RHINE»CHABIJS»BUFKiUNOY

^

^^ ^^

HEGULAfl 0" NO SALT
PtAS'GREEN BtANS.COBN

DEL MONTE
VEGETABLES

CARLO ROSSI WINE 4.99

CHUNK UGHT IN 0». OR WATER

MRS. FILBERT'S
MAYONNAISE

CHICKEN '.SEA
TUNA

GLASS BOTTLE -GRAPEFRUIT OH

TROPICANA

ORANGE JUICE

1.99
OUV ONE GET ONE FREE

FACE

LAND O LAKES
MARGARINE
16-OZ PACKAGE
UMIT ONE FREE ITEM PER CUSTOMER

FR€€

BUY ONE
GET ONE
REGULAR OR THIN

FREE

FREE

BUY ONE
GET ONE
QUARTERS

BUY ONE
GET ONE
JANE PARKER

APPLE
PIES
22-OZ PACKAGE

WS
«V2r LIMIT ONE FREE ITEM PER CUSTOMER

^P*

BUY ONE
GET ONE
LUCKY LEAF

BUY ONE
GET ONE

FREE
AAP

CHERRY PIE
FILLING
22 OZ CAN

WHEAT
BREAD
16-OZ LOAF

II
¥,))
^</& UMIT ONE FREE rTEM-EEP, CUSTOMER "$"£^ UMIT ONE FREE ITJ
ITEMPERCySTOrVlER

FREE

BUY ONE
GET ONE
TRIANGLES OR ROUNDS

BUY ONE
GET ONE
TIO SANCHO

BUY ONE
GET ONE

FREE
GIBBLES

SAN GIORGIO
SPAGHETTI
16-OZ PACKAGE

WISE
NACHO
BRAVOS
7-OZ BAG

TACO
SHELLS
10-CT PACKAGE

LIMIT ONE FREE ITEM PER CUSTOMFR

LIMIT ONE FREE ITEM PER CUSTOMER

UMIT ONE FREE ITEM PER CUSTOMER

PUFFYS
4 OZ BAG
UMIT ONE FREE ITEM PER CUSTOMER

MTN. DEW«SUCE» PEPSI FREE'REGULAR OR DIET

4^ ^^ ^ BY THE CASE ONLY^MILLER
ONLY»MIU_£R UTE-CCORS
UTE-COORS LIGHT
UGHT OR

PEPSI

99 COORSBEER 1^9.33

c

24

^

^

12oz
cans

QUARTERS

-■

fHEDD'S
SPREAD

ORANGE
JUICE

^
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Winning coverage
When we first read the letters on today's Readers' Forum page
complaining about our coverage of this year's winner of the Ms. Madison
contest, we thought the sentiment was restricted to a few letter writers.
.Put the Student Government Association's overwhelmingly passed bill of
opinion defining our coverage of the annual homecoming contest as
"inadequate" compels us to take the charge seriously.
Although it should go without saying, we stand by our coverage of this
year's Ms. Madison contest because it was handled no differently than
previous Ms. Madison contests- Although the bill of opinion states that
Ms. Madison has in the past "received the proper attention," our study of
Breeze Homecoming issues of the past 10 years reveals that Ms.
Madison was featured on the front page only three times while six times
she was placed on or past page 5. And a feature photo is all she has ever
received; there has never been a feature story on a contest winner in the
last 10 years despite the implication in one of the letters we received.
In 1980, as in 1986, the Duke Dog was featured on the front page while
Ms. Madison wound up on a page 10 photo spread. Nobody complained
about our coverage then.
Why should this year's contest have been handled any differently? The
writers of today's letters seem to believe that the fact that Joan Johnson is
the first black Ms. Madison makes this year's contest exceptional. We're
glad that the spectre of racism has faded enough to allow a black student
to win Ms. Madison, but we believe the fact that only 984 students voted
for one of the 10 finalists in the contest is more of a concern than how we
covered it. And certainly , the S&A has more pending events to consider
than The Breeze's coverage of the Ms. Madison contest.
We applaud Joan Johnson for being elected the 1986 Ms. Madison,
but we wish the SGA senate had done its homework instead of passing a
completely unfounded bill of opinion.
The above editorial is the opinion of The Breeze editorial board.

Speech explains apathy about nuclear war
Here at The Breeze, apathy is an issue we feel like
we've hammered into the ground. But a speech this
week shed new light on the subject.
Monday's lecture by free-lance journalist Paul Locb
was all about the most prevelant issue of our time:
nuclear war. People have spoken up about it all over
the world.. And the whole world was watching
recently when President Reagan and Mikahail
Gorbachev sat down in Iceland to discuss the arms
race. Just as racial segregation and the Vietnam War
have dominated the public eye in the past, nuclear
war hangs over our head today as the issue of the
'80s.
But Loeb pointed out what's different about nucelar
war. There is an existing attitude, he said, that
nothing can be done about it. This "gets us off the
hook." Why should we worry about something that
we can't do anyting about?
Apparently not many people do. Our history books
tell us about the years in which black Americans
demonstrated throughout the South against racial
segregation, obviously driven by the certainty that
they could change things for the better. The Vietnam
War sparked students to burn their draft cards and
demonstrate in front of the Pentagon in hopes that
would turn public opinion against the war and put a
strip to American involvement, which is what
ultimately happened.
The ever-present threat of a nuclear World War III
has driven Some to demonstrate. West Europeans turn

out en masse whenever new U.S. missiles are put in
their country and demonstrations lake place from time
to time in Washington, D.C. But none of this
compares to the intensity of opposition to racism or
Vietnam.
So Loeb's explanation for the lack of concern over
nuclear war seems logical. Despite the fact that we've
lived with it for over 30 years, the nuclear destruction
of the world just isn't something people feel like they
can do anything about. Instead, Loeb said, we trust
our leaders to make the decisions for us. "We make a

judgment that the president knows best," he said.
"We defer responsibility."
The bomb, it seems, has been with us so long that
we've come to accept it for what it is, passed the
burden of decision on to somebody else and stopped
worrying about it. The most burning issue of our
time is beyond our control; it's no wonder apathy
towards anything not of immediate concern
apparently dominates here and elsewhere.
This is unfortunate because Locb doesn't agree that

it has to be this way. He asked a class he visited
whether they thought they themselves could do
anything about the nuclear arms race. Loeb was the
only one who raised his hand.
"The challenge is for us to really understand what it
really means to live now," Loeb said during the
lecture. "Learn to question what surrounds you. Look
beyond your own front door, embrace the world and
live as individuals, take the risk."
I'm not idealistic enough to believe that we at JMU
could all stop the arms race, but if we follow Loeb's
advice, we'd be at least be better able to understand
just why we constantly have to live with the
possibility of the world ending tomorrow. We don't
have to accept the Pentagon's insistance that every
new weapon it wants is vital for our defense. We
don't have to take President Reagan at his word when
he insists that the Strategic Defense Initiative is
worth scuttling arms negotiations with the Soviets.
We can ask questions and decide for ourselves.
Any alternative to apathy about events that can
direcUy affect (i.e., end) our Uves is preferable. And
you never know what rewards can come from
embracing the world.
Okay, that's it. From now on we'll try to find other
issues to write about.
Charles Lundy is a senior majoring in political
science and English.
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Line must be drawn
with legalization of
marijuana, drugs
To the editor:

^

Chris Mattingly and Tom Hickerson's Oct. 20
letter to the editor and the items in the
Campusquote concerning the legalization of
marijuana lead me to ask: What are these people's
ideas of "morals"? Where would they draw the line?
They argue that "practically everybody smokes
marijuana anyway, so we might as well go ahead
and make it legal." Well, there are a good number
of people who snort cocaine right now even
though that's illegal. Do we legalize cocaine? Rape
and murder are illegal, but some people do it
anyway, so maybe we should go ahead and legalize
that, too. Alcohol consumption and smoking are
already legal, and we aren't any better for it.
Mattingly and Hickerson concede that
"legalization could affect younger children but
proper education could help them in their
decision." We already have a host of other toys that
we haven't learned to master; we don't need
another. The best way to keep youngsters away
from marijuana and other drugs would be to send
out the message-whether adults practice it or not
- that it is wrong to do drugs. We cannot
continually say, "I want to do this, therefore I will
do it" Of course, not everyone agrees that it is
wrong to smoke marijuana. But we have to draw
the line somewhere, or else one day we'll find the
moral fiber of our society completely corroded
(assuming it hasn't already).

Brian Crawley

junior
English

FOR
Bm&

Ms. Madison

Crown winner 'rightfully deserved' front page coverage

To the editor:
First of all, the Black Student Alliance would like
to extend a sincere and warm congratulations to Ms.
Joan Johnson for being selected as Ms. Madison for
the 1986-87 school year. This is an exciting and
extremely wonderful honor to have bestowed upon
one of the finest students that has proceeded through
the ranks of JMU.
Secondly, the Black Student Alliance is extremely
disappointed in the fact that Ms. Johnson was not
featured on the front page of The Breeze on Oct. 20.
Not only don't we understand this fact, but the fact
that the JMU Duke Dog (which was on the front
page) was graced with a rather large photograph is
disgraceful when one compares this to the coverage
that previous winners of the Ms. Madison contest
received.
Ms. Johnson rightfully deserved to have been
placed on the first page of The Breeze. Not because

she was the first black woman to win the Ms.
Madison contest in the history of JMU, but because
the precedent was established with the previous
winners of the Ms. Madison contest with respect to
being placed on the first page in addition to a nice
photograph.
The BSA is not trying to degrade the JMU Duke
Dog in any way, shape, or form. We love our mascot
just as much as any other student We only ask that
in the future, The Breeze be consistent with its
methods of reporting not only major events with
respect to minority involvement, but all events in
which minority students are participants and are
victorious. Then they receive the credit that they
deserve.

Harold E. Harris, Jr.
president
Black Student Alliance

Reader questions mentality of 'racist' Breeze editor
To the editor:
As I looked through The Breeze's Oct. 20 issue, I
found it very hard not to question the mentality of its
assignment editor. As a campus paper that is
supposed to keep students and faculty informed it
makes me wonder how Kyra Scarton was awarded the
assignment editor position.
I can't seem to find the reasoning behind placing a
dog on the cover instead of the university's new Ms.
Madison. Surely this couldn't be a mistake of a
"university's assignment editor." Ms. Madison's
picture was on page 2 and was very "uninformative."
Ms. Scarton, did you stop and think that maybe
thousands of previous graduates and current JMU

students might want to know that Ms. Joan Johnson
is the first black Ms. Madison? And how about a
little more information on her? Certainly, students at
JMU might want to know.
It's obvious that Ms. Scarton is a racist, or simply
doesn't know what she is doing. Ms. Scarton is in a
position that could harm this university. If I were a
prospective employer, or just a visitor who glanced at
the issue, I would question the mentality of the
university's students or maybe just the paper's staff.

George Matthews

senior
communication

Breeze's Debate letter used a 'logical fallacy'
'biggest buffoon' To the editor:
To the editor:
Harry Atwood is without a doubt the biggest
buffoon The Breeze staff has ever had.
Is there one area of American life he hasn't
blasted to hell? I really feel sorry for someone
who actively seeks out negative themes and
fabricates them where none exist. You must lead
a very depressing life. I commend your friends
for tolerating you.
You try to twist every action this country and
its people take into some sort of fiasco by
mocking it.
What seems to be the problem?
Are you really a communist as some other
critics have claimed or are you still bitter about
Reagan being President? I think it's time you
came to terms with reality and quit carrying on
like a 3-year-old cry baby. Or better yet, go back
to London and take your black cloud with you.

Stephen Phillips
senior
communication

As I read Karyn Schmidt's letter to the editor I kind
of chuckled to myself. For those of you who missed
it, Schmidt condemned The Breeze for running a
misleading headline implying that the JMU debate
team denounced Contra aid. I agree with that beef, but
when she said, "thanks for using a headline that calls
JMU debaters communists," I had to laugh. Whoa,
back up a little, miss.
I guess the fact that I oppose Contra aid makes me
a communist, huh? Then does the fact that I denounce
apartheid make me black? Does the fact that I eat hot
cow flesh make me a bloodthirsty murderer? Since
I'm not scared of homosexuals (no, all you
homophobes on campus, I'm not gay), does that
make me gay? Of course not!
Schmidt seems to have fallen for the classic
demented reasoning that permeates the current
presidential administration and the rest of the "loony
right;" a well-known logical fallacy called a "false
dichotomy." In this type of logic, a favorite of
Joseph McCarthy, no in-betweens are considered.
Either one is a conservative or a communistOther preferred right-wing logical fallacies are the
ad hominem arguments ("You are incorrect because

you are a communist, fag, pervert, punk rocker,
drinker, drug user, foreigner, or any "vice" of your
choice), and slipper slope arguments. ("If country X
goes communist, so will all the others in the
region," "If we leach sex education to our children,
they will grow up to be sex maniacs," and "If you go
to a haircutter's, they will cut off one inch of hair,
and then another, until suddenly you're bald.") Sounds
like Reagan's "support Contras or you're a
communist" rhetoric has taken JMU by storm.
This isn't the first time we've seen a logical fallacy
in the readers' forum page. Remember the bimbos
who called Harry Atwood a communist for opposing
the death penalty? (Actually, Harry is a conservative.
He just proposes inane arguments favoring liberal
positions to make liberals look bad. Sneaky, huh?)
If people at this institute of higher learning don't
know a logical fallacy when it bites them in the butt,
especially a debater, for chrissakes, then we have a
sorry educational system. Folks, looks like a course
in logic should become mandatory.

Mike Cluff
senior
psychology
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Want to get someone's
attention?
SEND A CLASSIFIED.
The Breeze is now accepting classifieds/personals for all issues.

Classified/Personals Policy:
1.

The deadlines are noon on Friday for Monday's issue and
noon Tuesday for Thursday's issue.

2.

All classifieds must be printed on paper 3 X 5 or larger.

3.

All classifieds must be paid in advance. There will be no
billing for classified.

4.

Classifieds must be printed on separate pieces of paper
to be printed separately.

5.

Cost of classifieds is as follows:
$1 for 1 to 10 words.
$2 for 11 to 20 words.
$3 for 21 to 30 words, and so forth.
The cost is rounded to the next dollar, not to the dime.

6.

Classifieds can either be mailed to The Breeze or can be
dropped off in our office in the basement of Anthony
SeegerHall.

iHT TOM

tAQg im^m

SEND A BREEZE CLASSIFIED TODAY.
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TOWN & CAMPUS

Every Single Item In The Store Is On SALE, SALE, SALE!

used, new & collectible

Wall-to-Wall
Our WallTo-Wall Salt, It our way of thanking our local
customers and Irlands lor their valuable patronag* and
al tha aama lime accomplishlng our goals.

75
% ■w
All Bonnie Bell
OH

' I.-. I. ■.,!... /

Price"

Any New or Refill*
Prescriptions

Weather Proof
Lotions

Win

70 W Water St

Ten-O-Six
LOtiOII

SPORTS
RaSlr BRACES

* No purchase necessary
to register.

Price

* No luck involved to win.

Off
Regular
Prlca

Herself the
Elf gift sets
for girls by
Bonnie
Bell

ALL
CIGARETTES
ALL
fQ COTY
Off
Regular
Price

Price

"•"Coupon •
I

1021 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Assorted
Shampoo's
Conditioners,
Styling Mousse
and Soaps
Off Regular
Price

ALL REXALL
VITAMINS

\

00 OFF ANY NEW OR REFILL PRESCRIPTION"
VALUED AT $10.00 OR MORE
| NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT OFFER
EXPIRES 11-29-86
y

HUGHES PHARMACY

MCA/ISA
CHECKS
CASH

Off
Regular

Prizes to be awarded
Noon, Nov. 29tfi, 1986

,53

Cosmetics
and
Mans/Womens
Cologne

Sale Terms:

All Klorane

•Goldstar MIcrowan
•QE13" Color Portable TV
•Emerson Dual Cassette
AM/FM Portable Radio
•Black a Decker
Space Maker Coffeemaker
•OE Clock/fUdlo/relephone
•Kodak 3600 Disc Camera
•AM/FM Stereo Cassette
Pliyer w/head phonal
•Black a Decker
Spacemaker Can Opener

Off Regular
Price

Hemaonoufg VA agBOl

All Sunmark

A Fabulous
Prize

AII8 0Z.
Regular
Price

fl /Q

14...4 1. ».,►.., J,,

CJe^OQcpR

A complete
set of
instructions
for the
first-time
smoker.

75% %«'
ALL PAPERBACK
NOVELS

Come in and register
to win fabulous

FREE PRIZES!!

Sale Hours:
Wed.-Tues.
9-7 PM
Sat. 9-2
Closed
Sunday

Don't.

^American Heart
Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

M©I

&

Want to get your message to the entire JMU community, use a Breeze classified.
All material must have your name and phone number. Send to The Breeze,
c/o Anthony-Seeger Hall, campus mail.
Name.
Phone.

Deadline for Monday is noon Friday
Deadline for Thursday is noon Tuesday
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FOUR STAR
PIZZA

* * * •

Fast FREE Delivery*

433-3776
425 NORTH MAIN ST., HARRISONBURG, VA.
FOURSm
PIZZA

SI £712

SM &2>
HOT OR COLD

1 illTiHii *

• *

• ■Vi'i'tk

—

M

FREE DELIVERY* WITH IN 30 MIN • 10 MIN PICKUP
STORE HOURS:
COUPON

Sunday - Thursday 11 AM to 1 AM
Friday - Saturday 11 AM to 2 AM

COUPON

COUPON

mix

%0*^ $6"
I

I

Any 2 item 12" Pizza and 2 cups of
Coke. Additional toppings
available.
• fCWSS
COUPON pfiNZiA
COUPON txntft
ONI

10/31/86

Wl K&Clvc IMl

nzz*

Y

I |0* $8»

I
I I

*OHTIOll»»I
■ON.TCHINII _
IX* DCII.VUVA.AJ
I

COUPON

COUPON

■

I

Off
" Meatball sub

Any 2 'tern 16" Pizza and 4 cups c
Coke. Additional toppings
available.
NAfctf

COUPON
CXMfl
«.UWUN»w-»>

C/31/86
^C/31/86

N*M|

WCMSUVt IMt
■KXTTOmmr
»ONTTOll«<1

ouiwiivtir
<W«^»*«

Any 2item 16" pizza and4V:ups ot
Coke. Additional toppings
available.

I plus 1 FREE Coke

AOMCSS

owi COUPON PM PIZZA

50

_

■■«■■■■ COUPON ■■ ■*

«D0»HS

ONl COUPON Pf) PIZZA
COUPON
[XMK
COUPONIXP»«

I

ip/3,/86

W| «St»V| IMC
WONT TO LIMIT
•KjNIIOLINJ!
CX* DYcTv„y°
CX.*
DCuvciv,A£

IM M COUPON
COUPON

■ .

ON*
COUPON PtINZZA
r^C*^*

Cou
imPfiNUwis
^»»-

■ JLM

WIKSMM
MGMTIOltMn
*IGHTTOU*W
XUVHTAHA
ouaofirvunN

COUPON

a

I

